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Developments in Information Governance: The Emergence of Online Notarization  

By Tim Reiniger 

Virginia’s Electronic Notaries Act of 20111 has provided the legal framework for the growing national adoption of 
“online notarization” – electronic notarization by means of webcam or audio-video teleconference technology – 
wherein a signer who is located anywhere in the world can lawfully “appear” online before a notary   Read more 

New Mandatory Breach Reporting and Record Keeping Obligations in Canada 

By Nathan Schissel and Kristél Kriel 

New mandatory breach reporting and record keeping obligations are coming into effect in Canada on November 
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****Editor’s Message**** 

We are completing the ninth full year of publishing the Information Law Journal each quarter, continuing to welcome 
authors and readers from across the ABA.  This issue again presents articles focusing on various aspects of leading-
edge domestic and international practice in information, Internet, and emerging technologies law.  More than 200 
authors have written for the Information Law Journal and antecedents.  Nine authors are writing here for the first time. 

Our next issue (Winter 2019) is scheduled to be published in December 2018.  All readers of the Information Law 
Journal may share their experiences and knowledge with their fellow professionals by writing an article.  Every 
qualified submission within the scope and requirements as explained in the Author Guidelines will be published.  
The issue following the next issue (Spring 2019) is scheduled to be published in March 2019.  
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By Dawn Edmondson, Frances Amick, Lynda Bates, Shannon Harding  
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Internet Law - Global Practice as a textbook.  The students with the highest essay grades in this topic area as 
determined by their law professor were given the chance to refine, update, and publish their papers  Read more 

Brazil Updated – “GDPR” and Cloud Regulation Enacted 

By Renato Opice Bloom, Caio Lima, and Camila Rioja  

Technology is pushing away remaining physical boundaries between countries and people – either in terms of 
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framework to address contemporary challenges regarding data protection, ownership and cross   Read more 
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By Nathan Schissel and Kristél Kriel 

 

New mandatory breach reporting and record keeping 

obligations are coming into effect in Canada on 

November 1, 2018 – these will impact most American 

organizations operating in Canada and require them to 

review and update existing policies and practices to 

reduce their risks associated with non-compliance. 

The Personal Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

(Canada) ("PIPEDA") governs the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information by most 

private sector organizations in Canada. In 2015, a number of important amendments to PIPEDA 

became law.1 These amendments were intended to modernize the privacy rights and obligations 

contained in PIPEDA, and included several notable changes that affect organizations operating in 

Canada. One of the most notable changes was the introduction of mandatory breach notification and 

record keeping obligations for organizations that have experienced a breach of security safeguards 

involving personal information under their control. These notification and record keeping obligations 

are not yet in force, but are expected to come into effect on November 1, 2018. There are a number of 

consequences for non-compliance with these obligations (such as financial penalties up to 

CAD$100,000 and court actions). Given that American organizations operating in Canada are required 

to comply with these obligations, this paper is intended to provide lawyers advising such organizations 

with an overview of the obligations and initial steps organizations can take to comply with them.  

Reporting and Record Keeping Obligations to Become Mandatory November 1, 2018 

In early 2018, the Canadian federal government announced that new provisions of PIPEDA relating to 

breach reporting and record keeping will come into effect on November 1, 2018.2 The following is a 

brief summary of the key reporting and record keeping obligations set out in these provisions:  

1. Breach Reporting:  

• PIPEDA requires organizations to protect personal information by "security 

safeguards" appropriate to the sensitivity of the information. This is generally 

                                                 
1 Bill S-4, An Act to Amend the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act and to Make a Consequential 
Amendment to Another Act (commonly referred to as the "Digital Privacy Act"), available at 
http://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/41-2/bill/S-4/royal-assent/page-4.  
2 Government of Canada, Order in Council 2018-0369, dated March 26, 2018, available at http://orders-in-
council.canada.ca/attachment.php?attach=36009&lang=en and The Breach of Security Safeguards Regulations, SOR/2018-
64, available at http://gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p2/2018/2018-04-18/html/sor-dors64-eng.html. 

New Mandatory Breach Reporting and Record Keeping Obligations in Canada:  
What They Mean for American Organizations Operating in Canada  
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understood to include physical, organizational and technological methods of 

protecting personal information. 

• Organizations will be required to provide notice of a "breach of security 

safeguards" that results in a loss, unauthorized access to or disclosure of 

personal information, where such breach results in a "real risk" of "significant 

harm" to an individual:  

o "Real risk" requires the consideration of factors such as the sensitivity of 

the personal information involved and the probability that the 

information has been or will be misused. 

o "Significant harm" includes bodily harm, humiliation, damage to 

reputation or relationships, loss of employment, business, or professional 

opportunities, financial loss, identity theft, negative effects on a credit 

record, and damage to or loss of property.  

As such, organizations will be required to assess breaches on a case-by-case basis to determine 

whether breach notification is required.  

Notably, a "breach of security safeguards" can be either a breach of existing safeguards or a failure to 

establish sufficient safeguards. 

• If breach notification is required: 

o a report must be provided to the federal Privacy Commissioner (the "Commissioner"); 

o with some limited exceptions, a notice must be provided to the individuals whose 

personal information is involved; and 

o notice of the breach must be provided to other organizations or government 

institutions if such notice could reduce risks or assist with the mitigation of harm. 

• Reports and notices are required to meet certain time, form, and content requirements: 

o they must be provided "as soon as feasible"; 

o they must be given in certain forms of communications (depending on the 

circumstances, this may include either direct or indirect communication); and 

o they must include certain minimum content such as: 

▪ a description of the circumstances of the breach;  
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▪ the day on which, or the period during which, the breach occurred;  

▪ a description of the personal information that was subject to the breach and the 

number of individuals affected;  

▪ a description of the steps that the organization has taken to reduce the risk of 

harm resulting from the breach or to mitigate the harm;  

▪ a description of the steps that affected individuals can take to reduce the risk of 

harm resulting from the breach or to mitigate the harm; 

▪ contact information to obtain further information about the breach; and  

▪ information about the organization's internal complaint process as well as the 

affected individual's right, under PIPEDA, to file a complaint with the 

Commissioner. 

Based on our experience, the assessment of "real risk" and "significant harm" can be difficult, and the 

reputation of organizations is an important consideration that may weigh in favour of notification. 

2. Record Keeping:  

• Organizations will be required to maintain certain internal records of all breaches even if 

notification of the breach is not required (i.e., even if the breach does not result in a real 

risk of significant harm to an individual). In particular, organizations are required to 

maintain a record of every breach of security safeguards involving personal information for 

a period of 24 months after the breach is discovered and to provide this record to the 

Commissioner upon request.  

• These records are required to meet certain content requirements as well. In particular, the 

records are generally required to contain sufficient information to enable the 

Commissioner to confirm that an organization has complied with the breach notification 

and record keeping obligations set out in PIPEDA. 

Application to American Organizations Operating in Canada 

Organizations subject to PIPEDA will be directly impacted by the mandatory breach notification and 

record keeping requirements. This generally includes any organizations that collect, use or disclose 

personal information in the course of commercial activities in most Canadian jurisdictions, 

organizations that transfer such information across domestic or international borders, or federal works, 

undertakings or businesses (such as banks, radio and television stations, or airports and airlines). There 

is no exemption for American organizations operating in Canada if they meet these requirements. 
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Risk of Non-Compliance 

PIPEDA sets out various consequences for non-compliance including, for example, complaints, reviews, 

federal court actions, fines, penalties, and others. For example, if an organization subject to PIPEDA 

does not comply with PIPEDA, individuals can complain to the Commissioner about any aspect of the 

organization's non-compliance.3 The Commissioner has powers to investigate complaints and to 

attempt to resolve disputes. Unresolved disputes can be taken before the Federal Court of Canada. The 

Federal Court may order an organization to correct its practices and award damages to the individual. 

The Commissioner also has powers to require organizations to enter into compliance agreements to 

meet obligations under PIPEDA. 

PIPEDA includes offences that are subject to a maximum fine of CAD$100,000.00. Anyone who 

obstructs the Commissioner in an investigation or destroys records before all recourse is exhausted, 

commits an offence under PIPEDA. PIPEDA also protects "whistle blowers". An employer cannot punish 

an employee (or independent contractor) for turning the employer in to the Commissioner for 

contravening PIPEDA, for refusing to do anything that would contravene PIPEDA, or for taking action to 

prevent the employer from contravening PIPEDA. The protection prohibits dismissal, suspension, 

demotion, discipline, harassment, disadvantage or other denial of employment benefits by the 

employer. Any person who knowingly takes action against a whistle blower commits an offence under 

PIPEDA and is subject to a maximum fine of CAD$100,000.00.  

Notably however, the primary tool of the Commissioner in enforcing compliance with PIPEDA is the 

public exposure of an organization's non-compliance (principally by way of disclosure to the news 

media or by publishing decisions and recommendations). Accordingly, reputational harm is often the 

most significant risk associated with non-compliance with PIPEDA. 

In addition to the above, other Canadian privacy laws such as some provincial legislation creates 

statutory torts which permit individuals to bring court actions for violations of privacy that are both 

wilful and without claim of right. Such legislation creates additional avenues for complaints and court 

actions relating to failures by organizations to meet their privacy obligations. 

Compliance Tips for American Organizations Operating in Canada  

Preparation is one of the most effective ways that organizations can mitigate the risks associated with 

data and privacy breaches. Lawyers advising organizations that are impacted by the pending changes 

should advise such organization to review and update their existing documentation and practices to 

ensure that they address the breach notification and record keeping obligations. 

                                                 
3 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Enforcement of PIPEDA, available at https://www.priv.gc.ca/biens-
assets/compliance-framework/en/index.  
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As lawyers will know, it will be important to consider and provide customized and specific legal advice 

to mitigate the risks that organizations operating in Canada will be found to be in non-compliance with 

Canadian privacy laws and be exposed to the risks outlined above. However, below is a brief summary 

of an initial, general framework with key steps that lawyers may wish to consider when they are 

advising organizations in developing a Canadian privacy compliance program that reflects the Canadian 

privacy laws including the new obligations discussed in this paper. In particular, an organization should: 

1. Determine and understand what Canadian privacy laws are applicable and what the 

organization's specific obligations under applicable laws are.  

For most private sector organizations in Canada, the applicable legislation is PIPEDA.4 PIPEDA sets out 

obligations for these organizations relating to all "personal information" that the organization collects, 

uses or discloses in the course of "commercial activities". The term "personal information" is broadly 

defined to capture almost all information about or concerning an identifiable individual, subject only to 

limited exceptions (such as "business card" information).5 The term "commercial activity" is also 

broadly defined and applies to most private-sector activities.6 It is important to note that not all 

Canadian privacy laws apply only to "commercial activities" – some specifically capture the activities of 

non-profit, non-commercial activities and organizations. Even where activities are not specifically 

captured, compliance is often recommended on a best practices basis.  

PIPEDA outlines ten key privacy principles which are widely accepted in Canada as the basis for ethical 

personal information practices and which have been applied as the common law standard and privacy 

best practises for organizations.7 However, the Canadian privacy laws that apply in any given case will 

depend on various factors such as where personal information is collected, stored, or transferred to. 

Although PIPEDA has broad application in Canada, it is important to note that some Canadian 

jurisdictions have specific legislation in place which is substantially similar to and supersedes PIPEDA 

within those jurisdictions (such as British Columbia, Alberta, and Québec). In addition, although such 

legislation may apply within one jurisdiction, PIPEDA would still apply to the transfer of information 

between jurisdictions. As such, there can be multiple laws that apply in certain circumstances. 

Fortunately, given that Canada's privacy laws are based on the same principles, the need to comply 

with different laws does not create significantly different obligations and can generally be 

                                                 
4 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Summary of privacy laws in Canada, available at 
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/02_05_d_15/.  
5 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Personal Information, available at https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-
topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protection-and-electronic-documents-act-pipeda/pipeda-
compliance-help/pipeda-interpretation-bulletins/interpretations_02/.  
6 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Commercial Activity, available at https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-
topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protection-and-electronic-documents-act-pipeda/pipeda-
compliance-help/pipeda-interpretation-bulletins/interpretations_03_ca/. 
7 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, PIPEDA Fair Information Principles, available at 
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protection-and-electronic-
documents-act-pipeda/p_principle/.  
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accomplished by compliance with the principles set out in PIPEDA. As such, where organizations 

operate in multiple jurisdictions, it can be helpful for such organizations to focus on the above-noted 

key principles when establishing a privacy compliance program and to take jurisdiction-specific and 

related laws into consideration as required on a case-by-case basis.  

2. Determine an understand what the organization already does.  

Once it is determined what Canadian privacy laws apply and what the requirements are, it is helpful to 

determine what the organization already does so that a "gap assessment" can be conducted. In the 

case of breach reporting and record keeping obligations, and depending on where they operate, 

American organizations may already be required to comply with a large number of data breach 

notification statutes. Lawyers advising American organizations in this area will already be familiar with 

these statutes and know that they contain various differences in relation to the requirements (for 

example, in relation to the threshold for providing notifications as well as the timing and content of 

notices). Unfortunately for American organizations operating in Canada, the new provisions of PIPEDA 

create additional obligations and being compliant with existing American breach notification statutes is 

not sufficient to ensure compliance with PIPEDA. In particular, the requirements of PIPEDA (similar to 

the European Union's new General Data Protection Regulation or "GDPR") are more stringent than 

many American laws – so much so that it is often said that compliance with PIPEDA and the GDPR can 

assist American organizations to bring themselves into compliance with most American privacy laws.  

3. Review and update or develop policies and procedures to address any gaps and enable the 

organization to meet the various components of these obligations, including those relating to 

risk assessment, notification to individuals, reports to regulatory bodies, notices to third parties, 

and record keeping.  

In addition to the specific obligations discussed in this paper, one of the most effective ways for 

organizations to meet the obligations of Canadian privacy laws is to develop and implement an 

appropriate privacy policy that is publically available on the organization's website. Such policies are 

generally a requirement of Canadian privacy laws. Although it is typical for "external-facing" policies to 

be relatively brief, such policies are usually supplemented with more detailed, internal privacy policies 

and procedures that enable organizations to comply with their legal requirements. In addition to 

developing a policy, it will be important to appropriately implement the policy with respect to an 

American organization's Canadian operations (see below).  

4. Review and update or develop incident response plans which identify the steps to take when 

breaches occur. Such plans should address a clear and easy to use framework and guidelines for 

the organization to respond to breaches, including meeting mandatory breach reporting and 

record keeping obligations. 
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5. Review and update any contractual agreements involving personal information to ensure that 

the organization is able to meet its obligations. 

6. Appoint individuals responsible for assisting the organization to prepare for and respond to 

breaches, including meeting the organization's breach reporting obligations and record keeping 

requirements. 

7. Implement appropriate training and awareness programs for all individuals who handle 

personal information on behalf of the organization. 

There are various government organizations and agencies responsible for providing guidance and 

overseeing compliance with privacy laws in Canada, including the Commissioner and provincial 

Information and Privacy Commissioners. These bodies have published compliance guidance which 

lawyers advising American organizations operating in Canada may find helpful. For example, the 

Commissioner has issued documents offering guidance on responding to privacy breaches and general 

privacy compliance with respect to PIPEDA that lawyers and the organizations they advise may wish to 

review for a more detailed discussion of specific requirements.8 While we expect these guides will be 

updated in the coming months, they may nonetheless provide helpful guidance in the meantime. 

In closing, lawyers advising organizations operating in Canada should encourage such organizations to 

determine how the breach notification and record keeping obligations will impact them specifically, 

and to review and update or develop appropriate strategies to meet these obligations. Lawyers may 

also wish to advise such organizations to consider the implementation of data protection strategies 

and other compliance tools to ensure their information is protected to the extent possible in the event 

of a breach. 

Nathan Schissel is a partner at the Regina office of MLT Aikins LLP.  His practiced is focused on 
information technology, procurement, data protection and privacy, intellectual property 
commercialization and licensing, anti-spam, ecommerce, mergers and acquisitions and technology 
transfers.  Nathan advises a broad range of private and public sector clients in various industry sectors. 
 
Nathan has acted as counsel in a wide variety of technology-related transactions, including business-
process and technology-based outsourcing; software and systems implementation, development and 
integration; systems support and maintenance; reseller and distribution arrangements; internet and 
ecommerce; cloud services; procurement of information technology and technology transfer.  
 

                                                 
8 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Privacy Toolkit for Businesses, available at: 
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protection-and-electronic-
documents-act-pipeda/pipeda-compliance-help/guide_org/ and Key Steps for Organizations in Responding to Privacy 
Breaches, available at: https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-breaches/respond-to-a-privacy-breach-at-your-
business/gl_070801_02/.  
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Nathan also practices in the area of cybersecurity, data protection, privacy and CASL (Canada’s anti-
spam legislation). He assists both private and public sector clients in conducting strategic risk 
assessments, managing privacy, cybersecurity and anti-spam risks, and developing effective risk-
mitigation, governance, and incident response planning.  Nathan obtained both his Bachelor of BA 
(Great Distinction) in 1999 and his LLB in 2002 at the University of Saskatchewan. He was called to the 
bar in 2003. He can be reached at nschissel@mltaikins.com or 306-347-8476. 
 
Kristél Kriel, is an associate at the Regina office of MLT Aikins LLP. Her practice is focused on privacy, 
freedom of information, anti-spam, and technology-related transactions and projects.  Kristél has also 
advised a broad range of private and public sector clients in various industry sectors in these areas - 
including on matters such as statutory interpretation and compliance, policy development, education 
and training, access requests and reviews, as well as various transactions and agreements. Kristél has 
also recently focussed on cybersecurity.  
 
Kristél obtained her Bachelor of Science (Honours) (First Class Honours) in 2009 at the University of 
Alberta and her JD (Great Distinction) in 2012 at the University of Saskatchewan. She was called to the 
bar in 2013. She can be reached at kkriel@mltaikins.com or 306-347-8614. 
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By Tim Reiniger  
 

As Online Notarization: The Virginia Legal Framework Gains Support 

Throughout the United States 

Virginia’s Electronic Notaries Act of 20111 has provided the legal framework for 

the growing national adoption of “online notarization” – electronic notarization 

by means of webcam or audio-video teleconference technology2 – wherein a 

signer who is located anywhere in the world can lawfully “appear” online before 

a notary public who is physically located in the state of commissioning. And, on 

July 31, 2018, the United States Department of the Treasury called for online notarization to be 

enacted in all states.3 

States that also have enacted the Virginia framework, either in whole or substantial part, now include: 

Montana (2015), Nevada (2017), Texas (2017), Indiana (2018), Tennessee (2018), Minnesota (2018), 

and Michigan (2018).4 In addition, both the Uniform Law Commission’s new amendment to the Revised 

Uniform Law on Notarial Acts of 2018 (“RULONA”)5 as well as the National Notary Association’s Model 

Electronic Notary Act of 2017 (“MENA”)6 incorporate the key principles of the Virginia legal framework. 

                                                 
1 Virginia Chapter 731 of 2011, available at: http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?111+ful+CHAP0731. 
2 For purposes of consistency in this article, the term “online notarization” is used. Other descriptors with the same 
meaning include “remote notarization,” “remote electronic notarization,” “remote online notarization,” “webcam 
notarization,” “electronic notarial acts by means of audio-video communication,” and “notarial act performed by remotely 
located individual.” 
3 U.S. Department of the Treasury, A Financial System that Creates Economic Opportunities: Nonbank Financials, Fintech, 
and Innovation (July 2018), p. 109 (“Treasury recommends that states yet to authorize electronic and remote online 
notarization pursue legislation to explicitly permit the application of this technology and the interstate recognition of 
remotely notarized documents. Treasury recommends that states align laws and regulations to further standardize 
notarization practices.”), available at: https://home.treasury.gov/sites/default/files/2018-07/A-Financial-System-that-
Creates-Economic-Opportunities---Nonbank-Financi....pdf. 
4 MONT. CODE ANN. §§ 1-5-601-628; Nevada: (Chapter 15 of 2017 session, effective July 1, 2018) 
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Reports/history.cfm?ID=1078; Texas (Chapter 340 of 2017 session, effective 
July 1, 2018) https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/85R/billtext/html/HB01217F.HTM; Indiana: (P.L. 59-2018, effective July 1, 
2019) https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2018/bills/senate/372; Tennessee (Chapter 931 of 2018 session, effective July 1, 2019) 
https://publications.tnsosfiles.com/acts/110/pub/pc0931.pdf; Minnesota (Chapter 176 of 2018 session, effective January 1, 
2019) 
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/bills/text.php?version=latest&session=ls90&number=SF0893&session_year=2018&session_nu
mber=0; Michigan (PA 330 of 2018, effective September 30, 2018) https://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2017-
2018/publicact/pdf/2018-PA-0330.pdf. 
5 See the REVISED UNIFORM LAW ON NOTARIAL ACTS (2018), as approved by the Uniform Law Commission on July 25, 2018, 
available at: http://www.uniformlaws.org/shared/docs/Notarial_Acts/2018AM_NotarialActs_As%20approved.pdf. 
6 See THE MODEL ELECTRONIC NOTARIZATION ACT (NAT’L NOTARY ASS’N 2017), available at:  
https://www.nationalnotary.org/file%20library/nna/reference-library/model-enotarization-act.pdf. 
The MENA has influenced the enactments in Texas, Indiana, Minnesota, and Tennessee as well as the recommended 
legislative package offered by the American Land Title and Mortgage Bankers Association, available at:     
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http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?111+ful+CHAP0731
https://home.treasury.gov/sites/default/files/2018-07/A-Financial-System-that-Creates-Economic-Opportunities---Nonbank-Financi....pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/sites/default/files/2018-07/A-Financial-System-that-Creates-Economic-Opportunities---Nonbank-Financi....pdf
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Reports/history.cfm?ID=1078
https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/85R/billtext/html/HB01217F.HTM
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2018/bills/senate/372
https://publications.tnsosfiles.com/acts/110/pub/pc0931.pdf
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/bills/text.php?version=latest&session=ls90&number=SF0893&session_year=2018&session_number=0
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/bills/text.php?version=latest&session=ls90&number=SF0893&session_year=2018&session_number=0
https://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2017-2018/publicact/pdf/2018-PA-0330.pdf
https://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2017-2018/publicact/pdf/2018-PA-0330.pdf
https://www.nationalnotary.org/file%20library/nna/reference-library/model-enotarization-act.pdf
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Because of the ephemeral nature of digital data, unlimited copying and geographic locations of digital 

information, and ubiquity of networks and access to documents, distinguishing between authentic and 

forged digital records remains a central information governance concern. Therefore, the strategic 

management of electronic records must be based on reliable evidence of identity, intent, and 

document integrity. 

Online notarization leverages remote communication technologies to improve the information 

governance role of the notary by: 1) providing strengthened capability of proving document integrity, 

2) providing the means of multi-factor proofing of the signer’s evidence of legal identity,7 and 3) 

requiring that a recording of each teleconference session be made and retained. 

Online Notarization: Six Core Legal Principles 

The Virginia framework is built on the foundations of the first online notarization law, which was 

enacted by Utah in 2000.8 Unfortunately, the Utah law was tied to a first in the nation digital signature 

act that ultimately didn’t achieve widespread consumer acceptance and faced concerns about being 

pre-empted by the technology neutral electronic signature provisions of the federal ESIGN law.9 

Nevertheless, the Utah online notarization model has provided three enduring principles: 1) use of 

audio-video communications technology as a basis of personal appearance before a notary, 2) the 

notary must be physically present in the commissioning state when performing online notarizations, 

and 3) the notary’s required use of encryption technology to render the resulting electronic document 

tamper-evident. 

The Virginia law incorporates the Utah policy principles10 and adds three others: 1) the signer may be 

physically located outside of the notary’s commissioning jurisdiction,11 2) the signer’s legal identity may 

be confirmed by means of either the notary’s personal knowledge of the signer, a credible witness, or a 

third-party Identity Provider consistent with national standards for multi-factor identity proofing issued 

                                                                                                                                                                          
https://www.mba.org/audience/state-legislative-and-regulatory-resource-center/remote-online-notarization.  The MENA’s 
influence is particularly evidenced by a requirement for the notarial certificates to indicate the fact that an online 
notarization was performed. 
7 Traditionally, standards-based identity proofing is based on three factors consisting of: something you have, know, or are. 
Multi-factor identity proofing requires a combination of two or more of these. 
3 Utah Chapter 312 of 2000 (repealed in 2006), available at: https://le.utah.gov/~2000/bills/sbillenr/SB0145.htm and 
administrative rule R154-10-502 implementing technical specifications (repealed in 2007), available at: 
https://rules.utah.gov/publicat/bull_pdf/2001/b20010415.pdf. 
9 ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN GLOBAL AND NATIONAL COMMERCE ACT (“ESIGN”) (2000), 15 USC §§ 7001 et seq. 
10 Virginia law integrates the Utah principles in the following provisions respectively: VA. CODE ANN. § 47.1-2 and § 47.1-15 
(A)(1) (policy one); § 47.1-2 (definitional distinctions between ‘electronic notarial act’ and ‘notarial act’) and § 47.1-13 (A) 
(policy two); and, § 47.1-16 (D) (policy three); 
11 Pursuant to VA. CODE ANN. § 47.1-13 (D), the online notarial acts are deemed to have taken place in Virginia and under 
Virginia law. 

https://www.mba.org/audience/state-legislative-and-regulatory-resource-center/remote-online-notarization
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by the US National Institute of Standards for Technology (“NIST”),12 and 3) the notary must make and 

retain a recording of the audio-video online notarization session.13 With minor exceptions, seven other 

states enacting the Virginia framework for online notarization have implemented these six combined 

core principles. 

Principle 1: The Signer May Appear Before the Notary by Means of Audio-Video Communication 

Technology 

With an online notarization, the signer personally appears before the notary via real-time interactive 

audio-video conference technology and, thereby, invokes the notary’s authority and jurisdiction.14  

Accordingly, enacting laws provide for the legal equivalence between appearance by physical presence 

and appearance by means of audio-video communication.15  

Principle 2: The Notary Must be Physically Located in the State of Commissioning When Performing 

Online Notarizations 

Notaries must be physically present in their state of commissioning when performing online notarial 

acts.16 This is legally important for two reasons. First, a notarial act performed by a notary while 

outside of the notary’s territorial jurisdiction is void of any legal effect.17 Second, this ensures that the 

current interstate recognition statutes with respect to notarial acts throughout the United States will 

apply to online notarizations in the same manner as they have been applied to traditional paper 

notarizations.18 

Principle 3: The Notarized Documents Must be Rendered Tamper-Evident 

Establishing the authenticity of digital documents requires proof of origin (legal identity of the signer in 

the case executed documents), content integrity (whether the document has been altered), and time 

                                                 
12 VA. CODE ANN. § 47.1-2. See the NIST 800-63-3 guidance series for digital identity proofing and verification and digital 
identity management generally, which govern the Federal PKI Authority and Federal Bridge Certification Authority, available 
at: https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/.         
13 VA. CODE ANN. § 47.1-14 (C). 
14 See the Comments to the MENA § 2-1, infra note 6, at 5 (“’Personal appearance’ is the fundamental manner in which 
principals avail themselves of the jurisdiction, authority, and legal power of a notary public as a public officer.”).  
15 Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-603(7)(a); Nevada: NRS 240.1882; Texas: 121.006(c) Civil Practice and Remedies Code; 
Indiana: IC 33-42-17-4(b); Tennessee: TCA § 66-22-101(d); Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 358.645 Subd 7(e); 
Michigan: PA 330 of 2018 Sec 26b(11); RULONA: Section 14A(b); and, MENA: 5A-2.     
16 Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-615(3)(a); Nevada: NRS 240.1993(2); Texas: 406.101(8) Government Code; Indiana: IC 
33-42-17-2(g); Tennessee: TCA § 18-16-307(3); Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 358.645 Subd 3(a); Michigan: PA 330 
of 2018 Sec 26b(1); RULONA: Section 14A(c); and, MENA: 5A-4(a).     
17 See, e.g. State v. Haase, 530 N.W.2d 617, 619 (Neb. 1995) (Iowa notary could not legally notarize in Nebraska, a state in 
which he was not commissioned as a notary). However, note that, in the case of paper notarizations, nearly half of the 
states have historically authorized commissioners of deeds to perform notarizations for recognition in the commissioning 
state. 
18 Every state currently provides for recognition of other states’ notarial acts.  For a list of citations, see the Comment to Sec. 
6-3 of the MENA, infra note 6, at 40. 

https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/
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of execution or issuance.19 A critical part of the authentication inquiry is whether safeguards have been 

implemented to assure the continuing accuracy and integrity of the originally created record.20 Thus 

identity, integrity, and time, recognized as the three main components of authenticity, must be 

handled in a fashion that will allow the capability of strong evidentiary tests or proof, in the future, 

should questions arise.21  

To prove authenticity and prevent fraudulent alternation, the notary’s signature and seal (commission) 

information must be affixed using technology that renders the electronic signatures and document 

tamper-evident.22 With an online notarization performed in this matter, any subsequent attempt to 

modify the electronic document will be detectable to anyone viewing it. Currently, some states have 

opted to require the notary to use encryption technology, such as in the form of a digital certificate 

that leverages public key infrastructure (PKI), as the means best suited to render electronic documents 

tamper-evident.23 

Principle 4: Signer May Be Physically Located Outside of the Notary’s Commissioning State 

A notary may perform an online notarization with a signer who located outside the physical presence 

of the notary, regardless of whether the signer is in the same state, a different state or territory, or a 

different country.24 In all cases, the validity of the online notarial act is governed by the law of the 

notary’s location (i.e. the state of commission).25 For domestic online notarizations, only Montana 

requires that either or the signer or the transaction have a legal nexus.26 For signer’s traveling outside 

of the United States, a number of enacting states as well as the amended RULONA and the MENA 

require that the notarized document to have a legal nexus to the United States.27  

                                                 
19 WINN & WRIGHT, THE LAW OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE § 20.05 (4th ed. Aspen Publishers, Inc. 2007); See generally George L. Paul, 
The ‘Authenticity Crisis’ in Real Evidence, 15 THE PRACTICAL LITIGATOR No. 212-13 (2004). 
20 See In re Vinhnee, American Express Travel Related Service Co. Inc. v. Vinhnee, 336 B.R. 437 (9th Cir. B.A.P. 2005) 
(proponent failed to authenticate computer generated business records because of an inability to assure content integrity 
over time). 
21 GEORGE L. PAUL, FOUNDATIONS OF DIGITAL EVIDENCE (American Bar Association 2008) at 36. 
22 Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-615(1)(a); Nevada: NRS 240.199(2); Texas: 406.109(d) Government Code; Indiana: IC 33-
42-17 Sec 4(b); Tennessee: TCA § 8-16-309(d); Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 358.645 Subd 1(a) and Subd 6(b); 
Michigan: PA 330 of 2018 Sec 26b(2)(a) and (b); RULONA: Section 20(a); and, MENA: 5A-4(a).     
23 See, e.g. Virginia Electronic Notarization Assurance Standard, v.1 (January 21, 2013) Section 2.1, available at:     
https://www.commonwealth.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/secretary-of-the-commonwealth/pdf/VAe-
NotarizationStandard2013Version10.pdf. 
24 Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-615(3)(a); Nevada: NRS 240.1993; Texas: 406.110(a) Government Code; Indiana: IC 33-
42-17-3(e); Tennessee: TCA § 66-22-101(d); Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 358.645 Subd 3(a) and Subd 7(a); 
Michigan: PA 330 of 2018 Sec 26b(1); RULONA: Section 14A(c); and, MENA: 5A-2.     
25 Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-615(3)(a); Nevada: NRS 240.1993(2); Texas: 406.110(a) Government Code; Indiana: IC 
33-42-17-3(d),(i) and 33-42-17-12(b); Tennessee: TCA § 18-16-310(d); Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 358.645 Subd 
3(b).     
26 Montana has the greatest variation in that it requires signers physically located outside of the state to be either Montana 
residents or non-residents who are seeking an online notarization for use in Montana. 
27 RULONA: Section 14A(c)(4); and, MENA: 5A-2.   

https://www.commonwealth.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/secretary-of-the-commonwealth/pdf/VAe-NotarizationStandard2013Version10.pdf
https://www.commonwealth.virginia.gov/media/governorvirginiagov/secretary-of-the-commonwealth/pdf/VAe-NotarizationStandard2013Version10.pdf
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Principle 5: Capability for Strong Proof of Identity 

To ensure that online notarization is reliable and resistant to fraud, the online notary must confirm the 

legal identity of the signer by using one of a selection of strong methods for proving identity: 1) the 

notary’s personal knowledge of the signer; 2) a credible witness who is personally know to both the 

notary and the signer; or 3) reliance on two factors of identity proofing.28 The first factor is a prior (i.e., 

antecedent) in-person proofing event29 performed by a third party in connection with the issuance of a 

credential, such as typically a state driver’s license or a passport, combined with validation by means of 

credential analysis. The second factor is another third-party means of verifying identity, such as 

successful completion of a dynamic knowledge-based assessment.  With respect to the state 

enactments, nearly all specify the two factors of identity proofing consistent, in whole or part, with the 

existing national standards issued by NIST.30 Only Montana does not authorize the use of third-party 

Identity Provider services as a method for confirming the signer’s identity. 

Online notarization recognizes the reality that, with cloud-based services, signers located outside of 

the notary’s physical presence of the notary can have their identities confirmed online by a notary 

using common and easily understood software and hardware. Consistent with national identity 

proofing standards developed by NIST, the notary performing an online notarization will have access to 

identity providers who can validate credentials by means of either professionally trained personnel or 

automated processes.31  In addition, the online notaries will have access to identity providers equipped 

to perform various processes, known as identity proofing, for verifying the signer’s identity evidence or 

attributes. 

 

 

                                                 
28 Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-615(3)(a); Nevada: NRS 240.1997; Texas: 406.108(a)(5) and 406.110(b) Government 
Code; Indiana: IC 33-42-17-5; Tennessee: TCA § 8-16-310(b) and § 8-16-308(a)(5); Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 
358.645 Subd 4, 5, and 7; Michigan: PA 330 of 2018 Sec 26b(5)(A); RULONA: Section 14A(c)(1); and, MENA: 5A-5 (requiring 
one factor of identity proofing).   
29  As a baseline, NIST 800-63-3 defines “identity” as “[a]n attribute or set of attributes that uniquely describe a subject 
within a given context” and “identity proofing” as “[t]he process by which a CSP [Credential Service Provider] collects, 
validates, and verifies information about a person.” The term “identity proofing” encompasses a wide variety of methods, 
including but not limited to antecedent proofing (previously issued digital certificates, government identity credentials, and 
private sector credentials based on an in-person vetting), credential analysis, biometrics, and dynamic knowledge-based 
assessment (also known as “KBA”). 
30 The following enactments, either by express statute or rule-making, to integrate national identity standards from entities 
such as NIST: VA. CODE ANN. § 47.1-2; MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-628(4)(a); Indiana: IC 33-42-16-2(b)(1); Michigan: PA 330 of 
2018 Sec 26b(2)(e); Vermont Chapter 160 of 2018 § 5323(b)(1). See also RULONA Section 14A(i)(1) and MENA Appendices I 
and II. 
31 NIST 800-63A permits validation of identity credentials by means of professionally trained personnel or automated checks 
with appropriate technologies. However, based on risk determinations, some industries and state rule-makers may opt to 
require online notarizations that have been performed only with automated credential analysis. 
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Principle 6: Requirement for Notary to Make an Audio-Video Recording 

Online notarization laws require the notary to keep a copy of the recording of the entire audio-video 

session.32 The recording of each audio-video session must be maintained for a period of years varying 

from state to state but typically for a minimum of five years the date of the transaction, although 

notaries (or parties relying on the recordings) may elect to keep the recordings in perpetuity.33 The 

online notary or her legal representative must maintain security and control over the recordings even 

when a custodian has been selected for purposes of storing and backing up the recordings.34 Criminals 

will most likely be thoroughly deterred by this recordkeeping requirement; after all, what criminal 

would willingly sit still for a digital recording of his crime?  

Current Information Governance Challenges Posed by Online Notarization 

Implementation of online notarization has raised a number of new information governance challenges. 

First, there are ongoing concerns about interstate recognition of online notarizations performed by 

out-of-state notaries.35 In response to concerns about interstate recognition of electronic notarizations, 

in 2010 the U.S. Congress unanimously passed an interstate recognition bill that was vetoed by 

                                                 
32 Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-618(4); Nevada: NRS 240.1991(3)(c) and 240.1995; Texas: 408.106 Government Code; 
Indiana: IC 33-42-17-3(f) and (h); Tennessee: TCA § 8-16-308(a)(6); Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 358.645 Subd 
4(b); Michigan: PA 330 of 2018 Sec 26b(6); RULONA: Section 14A(c)(3); and, MENA: 5A-6.     
33 Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-618(4) (ten years); Nevada: NRS 240.1995(4) (seven years); Texas: 408.108(c) 
Government Code (5 years); Indiana: IC 33-42-17-8(a) (five years); Tennessee: TCA § 8-16-308(a) (five years); Minnesota: 
Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 358.645 Subd 4(d) (ten years); Michigan: PA 330 of 2018 Sec 26b(9) (ten years); RULONA: 
Section 14A(f)(ten years recommended); and, MENA: 5A-6 (ten years).     
34 VA. CODE ANN. § 47.1-14(E); Montana: MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-5-618(7); Nevada: NRS 240.201(2)(b) and 240.202(2)(a); Texas: 
406.108(b) and 406.109(b) Government Code; Indiana: IC 33-42-17-8(a); Tennessee: TCA § 18-16-308(b) and § 18-16-
309(b); Minnesota: Minnesota Statutes 2017, § 358.645 Subd 4(c); Michigan: PA 330 of 2018 Sec 26b(2)(b) and (10); 
RULONA: Section 14A(f); and, MENA: 5A-6(d).     
35 Because individual notarial acts and records do not expressly fall within the terms of the Full Faith and Credit Clause of 
Article IV of the United States Constitution, all states have enacted interstate recognition provisions to ensure enforceability. 
See infra note 18. However, this state-level treatment has proven to be inconsistent with respect to the types of out-of-
state notarial acts that are deemed enforceable.  For example, Iowa bars recognition of online notarizations. IOWA CODE ANN. 
§ 9B.2(10) (specifying that personal appearance is satisfied only by a physical appearance).   
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President Obama.36 And now the U.S. Treasury Department appears to be asking Congress to revisit 

this previous effort.37 

Second, with respect to the acceptance for filing or other purposes of electronically notarized 

documents, questions have been raised as to whether ESIGN and the Uniform Electronic Transactions 

Act authorize acceptance of paper printouts of the electronically signed documents. In response, the 

amended RULONA has expressly incorporated authorizing language that some states may opt to enact 

to ensure acceptance of paper printouts.38 

Third, the online notary’s duty to maintain the audio-video recording is raising privacy concerns 

because, under most enactments, the procedures for responding to third-party access requests are 

unclear. In this respect, online notarization laws have imposed on the notary and her legal 

representative a duty to enable lawful access to the recording by both signers and third parties, 

whether for inspection by law enforcement, a commissioning official’s request, or in connection with a 

civil lawsuit investigation.39 In addition, the online notary must have a means of providing certified 

copies of entries, be able to identify the requesting individual, and complete an entry in the electronic 

journal for each such access and request for a certified copy. Because of the overall duty to maintain 

control over the recordings, it is necessary for the notary or her legal representative to know who has 

access to the recordings and for what purpose.   

Fourth, the allocation of liability between the notaries, online notarization signing platforms, and third-

party identity providers is unclear. There are a number of common liability concerns facing identity 

providers that remain ill-defined and uncertain with respect to court treatment.  Should identity 

providers have legal protection if they have complied with the applicable notarial standards to validate 

credentials that were nonetheless incorrectly issued? What is the liability of an identity provider for an 

                                                 
36 With the “Interstate Recognition of Notarizations Act of 2010” (the “IRON Act”), shepherded by Representative Robert 
Aderholt of Alabama, the United States Congress sought to establish a uniform national evidence-based approach for 
ensuring the enforceability of both paper and electronic out-of-state notarial acts. See, H.R. 3808, 111th Cong., 2d Sess.,  
111 CONG. REC. S7558 (2010) (“Each court that operates under the jurisdiction of a State shall recognize any lawful 
notarization made by a notary public licensed or commissioned under the laws of a State other than the State where the 
court is located if…in the case of an electronic record, the seal information is securely attached to, or logically associated 
with, the electronic record so as to render the record tamper-resistant”) available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-
111hr3808enr/pdf/BILLS-111hr3808enr.pdf. The bill hearing is available at: https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-
109hhrg26412/html/CHRG-109hhrg26412.htm. For a discussion of the veto of the Interstate Recognition of Notarizations 
Act of 2010 (“IRON Act”), see https://www.secureidnews.com/news-item/iron-act-veto-impacts-national-strategy/. 
37 See infra note 3, at 109 (“Treasury further recommends that Congress consider legislation to provide a minimum uniform 
national standard for electronic and remote online notarizations. Such legislation would facilitate, but not require, this 
component of a fully digital mortgage process and would provide a greater degree of legal certainty across the country. 
Federal legislation is not mutually exclusive with continued efforts at the state level to enact a framework governing the use 
of electronic methods for 
financial documents requiring notarization.”). 
38 RULONA Section 4(c) and Section 20(c).     
39 Note that Minnesota 358.645 Subd 12(b) permits third-party access to the recording only with the prior consent of the 
signer or the signer’s legal representative.  

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-111hr3808enr/pdf/BILLS-111hr3808enr.pdf
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-111hr3808enr/pdf/BILLS-111hr3808enr.pdf
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-109hhrg26412/html/CHRG-109hhrg26412.htm
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-109hhrg26412/html/CHRG-109hhrg26412.htm
https://www.secureidnews.com/news-item/iron-act-veto-impacts-national-strategy/
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identity attribute that is incorrectly verified? Who has the liability when a relying party disseminates or 

provides access to valuable or protected data based on a false identity assertion? Thus far, only Virginia 

provides statutory grounding and liability clarity concerning private-sector identity providers.40  

Fifth, there is a concern that some states, whether through statute or rule-making, will too rigidly limit 

the available approved processes for third-party credential analysis and identity proofing with the 

result that online services will be foreclosed to many signers such as foreign citizens doing business in 

the United States, elder citizens, and individuals without a credit history.41 In addition, administrative 

rules in states such as Texas, Nevada, Tennessee, and Minnesota, by being statutorily de-coupled from 

national identity standards issued by NIST, run the risk of undermining efforts at achieving national 

uniformity along with imposing prescriptive requirements that will be hard to change in response to 

market changes and technology obsolescence.42 Finally, there is a concern that some states, by 

authorizing only the use of government-issued credentials, will prevent the ability for signers to use 

emerging private sector identity provider services that leverage the ubiquity of mobile phones and the 

FIDO authentication standard.43 

Online Notarization Looking Forward 

The Virginia legal framework for online notarization is now achieving adoption and, thereby, becoming 

a legal standard throughout the United States. Thus far, nine states have enacted online notarization 

laws44 More states are expected to join this trend next year with the Uniform Law Commission having 

added authorization language to the RULONA and the United States Department of the Treasury calling 

for online notarization to be authorized in all states. 

The global move toward reliance on electronic signatures and records has driven the need for strategic 

information governance to establish reliable approaches for proving attribution of electronic signatures 

and legal identities.  Online notarization gives notaries an enhanced ability to prove the authenticity of 

                                                 
40 Virginia Chapter 483 of 2015, available at: https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?151+ful+CHAP0483+pdf. 
41 The Minnesota statute is an example of a rigid approach toward identity proofing by authorizing only automated means 
of credential analysis. In contrast, the RULONA requires two factors of identity proofing without specifying or limiting the 
types of processes or technologies that may be used.  
42 For an example of an industry-specific approach, see the MISMO standard efforts that some states are looking to as an 
alternative to the NIST guidelines, available at: http://www.mismo.org/get-started/participate-in-a-mismo-
workgroup/remote-online-notarization-dwg. In contrast, see the Treasury Report, infra note 3, at 199: “Treasury supports 
the efforts of OMB to fully implement the long-delayed U.S. government federated digital identity system. Treasury 
recommends policies that would restore a public-private partnership model to create an interoperable digital identity 
infrastructure and identity solutions that comply with NIST guidelines and would reinvigorate the role of U.S. government-
certified private sector identity providers, promoting consumer choice and supporting a competitive digital identity 
marketplace.” 
43 For information about the FIDO Standards, see https://fidoalliance.org/. 
44 In addition to the nine previously referenced states, this year Vermont enacted a version of RULONA that gave the 
Secretary of State power to authorize online notarization by means of rule-making (Chapter 160 of 2018) 
https://legislature.vermont.gov/bill/status/2018/H.526. The rules, however, have not yet been issued. 

https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?151+ful+CHAP0483+pdf
http://www.mismo.org/get-started/participate-in-a-mismo-workgroup/remote-online-notarization-dwg
http://www.mismo.org/get-started/participate-in-a-mismo-workgroup/remote-online-notarization-dwg
https://fidoalliance.org/
https://legislature.vermont.gov/bill/status/2018/H.526
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electronic signatures and digital identities. It will be interesting to see whether other nations follow the 

lead of the United States. 
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By Arunabh Choudhary and Aditi Joshi 

 

The payment ecosystem in India has been growing at a rapid pace 

in the recent times. Such growth of the payments sector can be 

attributed to vast advances in technology, shifts in consumer 

demand, and increasing changes in the banking industry. However, 

this growth in the payment system landscape has brought with it 

an increasing need of transparency and regulation of the sector. 

The recent data breaches in India as well as globally, in the financial 

and other sectors, including the uproar on the Facebook issue has alerted the governments/ regulators 

around the world to set things straight. In the given scenario, the Reserve Bank of India’s (“RBI”) 

notification dated 6th April 2018 (“Notification”) on localisation of data by payment systems doesn’t 

seem out of context. However, given the rapid adaption of clouds around the world for data storage, 

determination of the actual location of data has become difficult. In this scenario localisation of data is 

a challenge for any country exploring it.  

While the financial regulator in India was quick to take measures to ensure data regulation by 

mandating localisation of certain data used by payment systems, the Government followed suit by 

releasing the draft bill on data protection which also covers aspects of data localisation applicable to a 

wider array of players and not restricted to payment systems. This draft Personal Data Protection Bill, 

2018 (“Bill”) was released on 27th July 2018 along with the report of the committee on data protection 

in India. The framework of the Bill is modelled on the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”), 

the privacy law implemented in the European Union. This Bill is more comprehensive from the existing 

privacy regime in India and aims to increase the compliance requirements multi-fold with stringent 

penalty and compensation provisions. Further, this Bill is applicable to all entities that use the Personal 

Information (“PI”)1 commercially, belonging to persons including an Indian citizen.  

In this back drop, we have analysed in this article, the impact of the Notification vis-à-vis the Bill on the 

financial technology (“FinTech”) sector in India.  

APPLICABILITY  

(a) Applicability of the Notification  

The Notification is applicable to the payment system data stored by all - 

                                                 
1 PI is defined as data about or relating to a natural person who is directly or indirectly identifiable, having regard to any 

characteristic, trait, attribute or any other feature of the identity of such natural person, or any combination of such 
features, or any combination of such features with any other information. 
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(i) Authorised Payment Systems; 

(ii) Scheduled Commercial Banks including Regional Rural Banks;  

(iii) Urban Co-operative Banks, State Co-operative Banks;  

(iv) District Central Co-operative Banks; 

(v) Payment Banks;  

(vi) Small Finance Banks; and  

(vii)  Local Area Banks.  

It is pertinent to note here that, the Notification not only refer to the data stored by the 

aforementioned entities but also extends to the data stored by their service providers, intermediaries, 

third party vendors and other entities in the payment ecosystem (emphasis supplied). However, the 

Notification fails to address what these ‘other entities’ would include thereby opening up a wide scope 

for interpretation on its applicability. For example, many payment service providers are providing 

details in relation to payment such as a One Time Password (OTP) via emails. Would this mean that the 

email service will also have to store such data on servers in India? Such issues yet remain unanswered 

resulting in much ambiguity and confusion over the applicability of the Notification.  

(b) Applicability of the Bill  

The Bill is applicable to the following:  

(i) Onshore: If the PI is Processed2 in India and the same is processed by an Indian Entity. 

(ii) Offshore: In addition to being applicable to the processing of PI collected within the 

territory of India, and collected by Indian citizens/companies, the Bill has extra territorial 

application. It is linked to the processing of data collected from India by Data Fiduciaries3 

and Data Processors4 not present within the territory of India, if such processing is “(a) in 

connection with any business carried on in India, or any systematic activity of offering goods 

or services to data principals within the territory of India; or (b) in connection with any 

activity which involves profiling of data principals within the territory of India”.  

However certain exemptions are provided to the above applicability in the Bill which includes, 

processing for personal purposes (non-commercial) and manual (not automated) processing by small 

entities. 

 

                                                 
2  Processing is defined to include collection, structuring, storage, retrieval, consultation, use, transmission, erasure, 

destruction of data etc 
3  Data Fiduciaries means any person, including the State, a company, any juristic entity or any individual who alone or in 

conjunction with others determines the purpose and means of processing of personal data. 
4  Data Processors means any person, including the State, a company, any juristic entity or any individual who processes 

personal data on behalf of a data fiduciary, but does not include an employee of the data fiduciary. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE NOTIFICATION AND THE BILL  

The Department of Payment and Settlement Systems (“Department”) has stated that in order to 

ensure better monitoring, the Department will require all system providers to ensure that the entire 

data relating to payment systems operated by them are to be stored in a system only in India.  

The Notification mandates that: 

(a) All payment system operators are required to ensure that entire data related to payment 

systems operated by them are stored only in India within a period of 6 months from the 

date of the Notification; 

(b) Compliance of the requirement at paragraph 3) (i) above should be reported to RBI latest 

by 15th October 2018; 

(c) Further, the system providers are required to submit the System Audit Report (“SAR”) on 

completion of the requirement stated above. The audit should be conducted by CERT-IN 

empanelled auditors certifying completion of the aforementioned activity; and  

(d) The SAR duly approved by the Board of the system providers should be submitted to the 

RBI not later than 31st December 2018.  

It is to be noted that, although the Notification did not specify the nature of data that needs to be 

stored within India, the RBI, in its subsequent Directive, has clarified that data would include the full 

end-to-end transaction details, information collected, carried or processed as part of the message or 

payment instruction. Further, it has been clarified that if there is a foreign leg of the transaction, then 

the data can also be stored in the foreign country, if required. 

The treatment of PI under the Bill is similar to the requirement under the Notification which requires 

all system providers to ensure that the entire data relating to payment systems operated by them are 

stored in a system in India. 

In this regard, the Bill further states that: 

(a) As a general rule, PI can be processed outside India but at least one copy of all PI is stored 

on a server or a data center located in India;  

(b) The Government may relax above requirement of local storage of a copy for certain PI on 

grounds of necessity or strategic interests of the State. However, it is to be noted that such 

relaxation is not permitted for sensitive personal data; and  
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(c) Certain critical PI may be identified by the Government which should be processed only in 

servers / data centers in India.  

While it has been suggested that data critical to the national interest of India be processed only in India, 

such data is yet to be notified. Such data may include all kinds of data crucial for the economy of the 

nation, specifically including “health, government services, infrastructure data and system control 

software, etc”. We understand that data with regard to the payment systems would not fall under this 

category.  

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES  

(a) A large number of payment companies use global cloud service providers who could be 

storing data outside India. These companies will face a great deal of inconvenience to 

comply with the Notification and the Bill after it is enacted, which may adversely affect the 

growth of the industry in India. 

(b) Payment technology platforms, particularly the ones working across multiple nations will 

face greater issues with regard to data segregation and storage. 

(c) Payment system providers will incur heavy costs for setting up their servers in India. The 

data under consideration will also require detailed analysis along with examination of the 

various purposes such data can be used for. On the other hand, the Bill has gone a step 

further and introduced a provision with respect to Data Portability, whereby the individuals 

whose data is collected may seek from the Data Fiduciary, their PI in a ‘structured, 

commonly used and machine-readable format’. The Bill however does not specify the 

technical specifications of such a format, or what would constitute ‘common use’ of the 

format. Implementation of this provision by the payment systems may increase the cost of 

compliance, especially for start-ups. Imposition of such compliance will burden the small 

and medium players in the market. 

(d) The compliance under the Notification with regard to submission of auditing reports before 

31st December will add to the existing extensive list of compliances and is bound to incur 

substantial additional costs. 

(e) There are no directives in place as to how the data will be regulated after it is transferred 

and stored on servers within India. 

(f) RBI will have excessive supervisory access over the data stored in India.  
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(g) The Bill proposes that PI may be transferred outside India only when:  

(i) The transfer is subject to standard contractual clauses or intra-group schemes (for 

within group entities, similar to binding corporate rules) approved by the concerned 

authority in India; or  

(ii) The Indian Government (in consultation with the concerned authority) prescribes a 

particular country or section within a country or a particular international organization 

for which the transfer is permissible; or  

(iii) The Authority approves a particular transfer(s) due to necessity.  

In addition to either of points (i) or (ii) above being fulfilled, the concerned individual 

should also consent to such data transfer. This provision under the Bill will make data 

transfers difficult and time-consuming owing to the requirement of the regulators’ 

approvals for such transfers if the payment systems are offshore or their business is 

operated cross border or in cases of existing contracts, amending the same to incorporate 

clauses relating to data transfers will be an arduous process.  

(h) Certain penalties are prescribed under the Bill, depending on the gravity and nature of 

offence committed by the Data Fiduciary which may seem to be harsh and abrasive 

especially for small and medium industry players. The penalties that may be imposed may 

be upto USD 7.2 million or 2% of the total worldwide turnover of the previous financial 

year; or upto USD 21.5 million or 4% of the total worldwide turnover of the previous 

financial year; or upto 1 crore. Additionally, the Data Fiduciary or Data Processor is also 

responsible to compensate the individual for the damage suffered by him/her. 

(i) On the flipside, this will pose a great opportunity for the cloud services industry for setting 

up their services in India. 

CONCLUSION  

With data security being a growing concern all over the world, at the outset, the implementation of the 

Notification would seem like a welcome move for the individuals. However, it is to be noted that under 

the Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data 

or Information) Rules, 2011, sensitive personal data or information can only be transferred to a 

jurisdiction having same level or higher level of data protection that is applicable in India. As such, any 

information that would have been stored outside India would have essentially been in a jurisdiction of 

same or higher level of data security standards.  
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From the industry’s perspective, in addition to the challenges listed above, there will be huge 

investments to be made to have the infrastructure in place and also additional costs for compliance 

will be incurred.  

In addition to the Notification, once enacted, the Bill will cause substantial disruption in the industry. 

Considering that the Bill speaks about “Privacy by Design”, the Data Fiduciary’s entire business 

functions should be integrated to protection of privacy rather than having data protection as a 

separate function. The Bill requires the Data Fiduciary and the Data Processor to continuously 

demonstrate compliance with the Bill. This includes taking consent in the right form, having a dynamic 

data privacy policy, being transparent and making adequate disclosures. All of these requires an entire 

re-write of data protection policies and procedures by the industry players.  

Although the committee on data protection seems aware of the costs involved in such a compliance of 

localizing data, but it is of the view that this localization requirement would align several interests for 

India, including effective enforcement of Indian law and promotion of growth in the Indian digital 

ecosystem. We believe that the focus should be more towards maintaining a harmony between 

mechanism for securing data and ease of doing business. It is to be noted that localisation of data 

doesn’t necessarily guarantee security of the same.  

Mr. Arunabh Choudhary is a partner in Juris Corp and has work experience of 9 years. Arunabh advises 
many new edge tech companies including FinTech companies. (email: arunabh.choudhary@jclex.com )  
 
Ms. Aditi Joshi is an associate and she works extensively with startups and FinTech companies. (email: 
aditi.joshi@jclex.com )  
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By Dawn Edmondson, Frances Amick, Lynda Bates, Shannon Harding  

 

Ed. Note – In the Spring term at Indiana University, students in a law course taught by Prof. Sara Ann 

Hook used the editor’s Information and Internet Law - Global Practice as a textbook.  The students 

with the highest essay grades in this topic area as determined by their law professor were given the 

chance to refine, update, and publish their papers here.  These are presented in first name order. 

 

By Dawn Edmondson 

 
In this ever-changing world of technology, there are many laws and regulations to 

maneuver in the representation and protection of clients.  There are similarities and 

differences among various countries in addition to different protections afforded by 

each state.  Attorneys should, at a minimum, possess a general awareness of these 

laws and regulations.  This article discusses some of these laws and regulations 

specifically for the United States and the European Union including the states of 

California and Indiana as well as London.  It also provides recommendations to assist law firms in 

creating policies and procedures regarding protection and disclosure of information with specific 

regard to: 

1. Permissible and Unlawful Disclosure pertaining to Messaging and Surveillance; 

2. Jurisdiction; and 

3. How to protect information and devices away from the office.     

Permissible versus Unlawful Disclosure 

The United States and the European Union laws pertaining to messaging and surveillance when 

considering whether disclosure is permissible or unlawful are similar in many ways.  Each country has 

laws that govern how information can be stored, who has access to the information and how the 

information may be accessed.  There are few differences between the two systems pertaining to 

permissible and unlawful disclosures of private communications.  California has additional legislation 

to cover unauthorized use while Indiana focuses more on data retention and the disclosure of 

breaches.   

The United States has many laws concerning communications.  One is the Electronic Communications 

Privacy Act or ECPA1.  ECPA houses  the Stored Communications Act (SCA) and the Wiretap Act 2.   

                                                 
1 Shaw, Thomas J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, p. 261. 
2 Id. 

Guidance for Law Firms and their Clients – Disclosures, Internet, and Cybersecurity 
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The SCA’s main function is to protect stored communications while  prohibiting intentional access 

without, or outside of, authorization.  It defines electronic storage as “any temporary, intermediate 

storage of a[n] . . . electronic communication incidental to the electronic communication . . . and any 

storage of such communication by an ECS (electronic communication service) for purposes of backup 

protection”3. Both electronic communication services and remote communication services (RCS) are 

prohibited (except in certain circumstances) from disclosing stored content to any government 

agency if in storage less than 180 days.  If the information has been stored greater than 180 days, it 

may be disclosed without notification to the provider under a warrant. However, email services not 

offered to the public are not protected.  Court orders may be obtained but are difficult, must show a 

“legitimate law inquiry,” and may still take 90 days to issue4.   

Similarly, California enacted two pieces of legislation protecting individuals from disclosure to the 

government.  The California Electronic Communications Privacy Act (CalECPA) found in California 

Penal Code § 1546 et seq. generally “requires government entities to obtain a search warrant before 

accessing data on an electronic device or from an online service provider.”  Additionally, California 

Penal Code § 502, makes it a crime “to knowingly access and, without permission, use, misuse, abuse, 

damage, contaminate, disrupt or destroy a computer, computer system, computer network, 

computer service, computer data or computer program.” Violations can be punished as criminal 

actions by a variety of fines and imprisonment as well as remedies recoverable in civil actions5.  

Indiana’s disclosure laws are directed toward data retention and breach disclosure.  Indiana Code 

§24-4.9-2-10 defines personal information as “a Social Security number that is not encrypted or 

redacted; or an individual's first and last names, or first initial and last name,” when used in 

conjunction with a driver's license number, state identification card number, or a credit card number.   

Further definition of personal information is a financial account number or debit card number in 

combination with a security code, password, or access code that would permit access to the person's 

account6. 

Indiana lists the responsibilities of data base owners in I.C. §24-4.9-3-3.5(c), et seq. and these include 

implementation and maintenance of reasonable procedure to protect disclosure of personal 

information of Indiana residents collected or maintained by a data base owner.  Data base owners are 

further directed in proper disposal of data that is no longer necessary either by  

                                                 
3 Id. 
4 Id. 
5 State of California Department of Justice webpage https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/privacy-laws. 
6 I.C. §24-4.9-2-10. 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?sectionNum=1546.&lawCode=PEN
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=PEN&sectionNum=502.
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=PEN&sectionNum=502.
https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/privacy-laws
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“redacting, shredding, incinerating, mutilating, erasing, or . . . rendering . . . illegible or unusable.”  

Like California, Indiana affords the attorney general varying manners of investigating and fining 

companies who violate this statute7. 

The Wiretap Act protects wire, oral and electronic communications from intentional interception and 

disclosure without the consent of at least one party8.  The Act further prohibits the manufacture, 

distribution and use of any equipment designed for such a purpose9.   

Lawyers and law firms are bound to an ethical duty.  The American Bar Association (ABA) has issued 

opinions on how a firm should approach attorney-client communications and address potential risks 

with its clients.  It is recommended that an attorney advise his clients of the “substantial” risk taken 

when communicating via email.  Clients should be made aware of various ways access to 

communications may be made by a third party such as spouses, employers reclaiming their 

equipment, use of public computers and through the issuance of a third-party subpoena.  It should be 

further communicated that employees have no expectation of privacy when using a corporate 

computer or email service.  Additionally, an attorney should have in place internal policies and 

protocols applicable in his practicing jurisdiction10.   

It is the attorney’s duty to take “reasonable steps” to protect confidential information against 

unauthorized use or disclosure.  Reasonable has been defined by the ABA “as a fact-specific approach 

to business security obligations that requires a ‘process’ to assess risks, identify and implement 

appropriate security measures responsive to those risks, verify that they are effectively implemented, 

and ensure that they are continually updated in response to new developments.”   The ABA notes 

that unencrypted email carries a “reasonable” expectation of privacy and is an acceptable mode of 

communication with clients11.   

Along the lines of privacy and data disclosure laws, the EU has a more simplified approach to laws and 

regulations.  The EU has the e-Privacy Directive which was created to manifest harmony among 

Member States ensuring equivalent protection of fundamental rights and freedoms particularly 

pertaining to the right to privacy “with respect to the processing of personal data in the electronic 

communication sector.”12   

The requirements of the Member States are similar to those enacted in the United States.  Member 

States are required to enact legislation similar to the Wiretap Act by prohibiting “listening, tapping, 

storage or other kinds of interception or surveillance of communications and the related traffic data 

                                                 
7  I.C. §24-4.9-3-3.5(c), et seq. 
8 Shaw, Thomas J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, p.262. 
9 Id. 
10 Id. at pp. 264-265. 
11 Id. 
12 Id.at p. 265. 
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by persons other than users, without the consent of the users concerned, except when legally 

authorized.”13   

Like the United States, lawyers and law firms in London are also bound by an ethical duty.  EU lawyers 

are guided by institutions like the Law Society of Ireland.  This institution, like the ABA, has issued 

recommendations concerning attorney-client communications.  These rules concern privilege (Rule 

4.2), professional duty and confidentiality (Rule 4.4), electronic records (Rule 4.5), and confidentiality 

of office systems (Rule 9.11).  These rules protect the attorney-client relationship even more so than 

it is protected in the U.S.  The privilege and confidentiality of the relationship are so important that 

disclosure of its existence cannot be compelled14.  Again, not unlike the U.S., the law firm must 

ensure that its office systems are not at risk of disclosure15.   

 The U.S. and the EU both have cases concerning privacy expectations in email usage.  The 6th Circuit 

Court of Appeals ruled that emails should have the same privacy expectations as users of traditional 

forms of communication16.  Unlike the decision in the U.S., the CJEU when asked to determine 

whether email user identifications are protected under the e-Privacy Directive or if the ISP is required 

to provide information to assist in determining possible defendants for a copyright claim determined 

that respective interests must be balanced to determine if disclosure is appropriate17,18. 

In a U.S. Fourth Circuit case where an employee was notified his work emails were not private, the 

court determined communications with his wife through his work email were subject to a criminal 

investigation19.  In like manner, Barbulescu v. Romania No. 61469/08 (ECtHR Jan 2016) found that the 

data protection law was not violated when a Romanian employee was terminated for sending 

personal emails through his work in violation of company policy20.   

RECOMMENDATIONS 

E-mail communication is a large part of how attorneys communicate.  One of the most important 

aspects of messaging and surveillance is the be familiar with the statutes and cases governing what 

can and cannot be disclosed.  A firm should have in place protocols for protecting client information.  

To comply with ABA or Law of Ireland recommendations, a form notice/recommendation should be 

created to notify clients of privacy risks concerning e-mail communications.  Also, the firm should set 

                                                 
13 Id. 
14 Id. at p. 266. 
15 Id. at p. 267. 
16 U.S. v. Warshak, Nos. -8-3997, 08-4085, 08-4087, 08-4212, 08-4429, 09-3176 (6th Cir. June 2010) and Shaw, Thomas 
J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, p. 268. 
17 Bonnier Audio AB v. Perfect Communication Sweden AB, No. C461/10, (CJEU Apr. 2012). 
18 Shaw, Thomas J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, pp. 281-282. 
19 U.S. V Hamilton, No. 11-4847 (4th Cir. Dec. 2012) and Shaw, Thomas J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, p. 
269. 
20 Shaw, Thomas J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, p.280. 
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in motion a process to assess risks and security measures implemented and verifiable to comply with 

the ABA’s recommendations.   

Assessments should be made of the type of data on a firm’s servers, how that data is used, and when 

and to whom it is acceptable to be disclosed.  Once a firm knows what it has, it must determine 

assess what tools it has to protect the information and how best to protect it.  Once these protocols 

have been determined and implemented, education of attorneys and staff are the next step in 

protecting this information.  This is a continuous cycle.   

Clients of the firm should be advised how their data is being kept, shared and protected.  Attorneys 

should additionally advise clients not to disclose any information requested by a warrant, subpoena, 

or any third-party without first consulting with their attorney. Of course, all attorneys from each 

region should become familiar with the laws of ethics at the national and local levels and keep 

updated on same. 

The Internet and Jurisdictional Issues 

In current times, a business struggles to function without the use of the Internet and its vast 

knowledge and ease of access.  Internet access is no longer a luxury or pastime; it is a way of life.  

Jurisdiction is more complicated by parties not only residing or doing business in different states but 

different countries.  Global, regional and national rules create various state conflict-of-law rules in the 

U.S. or the EU under choice of law rules of the Rome Convention for contracts or Rome II Regulation 

for torts.  The essential ruling question is: “is jurisdiction over the defendant in this case reasonable 

under the circumstances?”  Jurisdictional rules vary based on the location of the offending act and 

defendant as well as the subject matter under dispute.  The United Nations Convention on Contracts 

for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) allows for place of seller’s delivery performance to 

determine jurisdiction while the Hague Choice of Court Convention supports choice of court clauses 

in commercial agreements unless the agreement is null and void under the law of the state.  The 

court that is not chosen is required to stay or dismiss the proceedings unless contrary to public 

policy21. 

Jurisdiction can also be controlled by contractual agreement that sets the jurisdiction within a 

contract including terms of use/service provisions22.   

In the U.S., a state has jurisdiction over any resident within the state and there are court cases 

determining jurisdiction over non-state residents.  Long-arm statutes exist to allow jurisdiction over 

out-of-state defendants.  Personal jurisdiction can be either general or specific. 

                                                 
21 Id. at p. 331. 
22 Id. at p. 332. 
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The Supreme Court determined foreseeability on the defendant’s part is based on his conduct and 

connection to the forum states and defined the term “reasonable.”  The following factors determine 

what is “reasonable:” 

1. Interest of the forum state to have the matter adjudicated there 

2. Burden on the defendant to litigating in the forum state 

3. Interest of the plaintiff in obtaining relief in the forum state 

4. Interest of the judicial system’s in obtaining the most efficient resolution 

5. Interest of states in furthering fundamental substantive social policies23. 

Internet jurisdictional disputes are determined based on a minimum contacts analysis in addition to 

the nature of the defendant’s internet activity.  This is determined in two ways, either by the “sliding 

scale” or by targeting/actual effects. 

A district court established in Zippo Manufacturing Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., (W.D. Penn. Jan. 1997) 

the “sliding scale” when it determined that jurisdiction was reasonable because it balanced the 

interest of the plaintiff and the site in protecting a residence corporation against those of the 

defendant who had chosen to do business there24. 

The Supreme Court established the target/actual effects theory in Calder v. Jones, No. 82-1401 (U.S. 

Mar. 1984).  The Court determined in a matter regarding a libelous article that written by persons in 

Florida and that the publication targeted California, therefore, the jurisdiction is in California25.  

However, in a defamation case brought in California after an Illinois resident published and removed 

defamatory statements about the plaintiffs on his Facebook page, the court applied Calder and 

determined that the minimum contacts test does not apply as the contact is between the defendant 

and the plaintiffs.  For jurisdiction to be proper, the defendant’s contact must be with the forum state, 

not the contact of the plaintiff with the forum state26.   

Determining jurisdiction across country borders is a more difficult task.  A reputable case involving 

obtaining data from servers in another county is In the matter of a Warrant to Search a Certain e-Mail 

Account Controlled and Maintained by Microsoft Corp., No. 14-2985 (2nd Cir. July 2016).  The U.S. 

government sought emails stored on a Microsoft server in Ireland.  The Second Circuit Court of 

Appeals overturned the decision of the district court quoting the Supreme Court’s Morrison v. 

National Australia Bank Ltd., No. 08-1191 (U.S. June 2010) “that legislation of Congress, unless a 

contrary intent appears, is meant to apply only within the territorial jurisdiction of the United 

States. . . When a statute gives no clear indication of an extraterritorial application, it has none.”  The 

                                                 
23 World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, No. 78-1078 (U.S. Jan 1980) 
24 Shaw, Thomas J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, p. 336. 
25 Id. 
26 Burkick v. Super. Court of Orange Cty., No. G049107 (Cal. Ct. App. Jan. 2015) 
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court ruled that the warrant against a U.S. provider for data located overseas had to go through the 

MLAT process instead of directly through the SCA27. 

However, In re Search Warrant No. 16-960-M-01 to Google, No. 2:16-mj-01061 (E.D. Penn. Feb. 2017), 

the Eastern District of Pennsylvania determined that the data subject to the warrant was disclosed in 

the U.S. and compelled Google to comply because Google’s constant movement of shards would 

make it impossible for a government to ever obtain data under another process28. 

In the EU, the CJEU determined that in the case of online sales, jurisdiction lies with the member 

state where the entity has a fixed establishment29.  Austrian consumers are subject to Austrian data 

laws, but Amazon’s distribution site was in Luxembourg making jurisdiction in either Luxembourg or 

Germany proper30. 

Ryanair Ltd. v. Fleming, No. 2015/258 (IECA Oct. 2016) involved an airline attempting to bring an 

action against an Australian pilot for internet defamation. The pilot had no connection to Ireland but 

was merely posting on a pilots’ online forum.  The court of appeals determined there was no 

evidence of anyone accessing or downloading the posting in Ireland meaning no jurisdiction in Irish 

courts.  Additionally, the court noted the best forum would be the defendant’s domicile - the 

Australian courts31.   

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Firms should be aware of contracting laws in the U.S. and in the EU and any state or country where 

their client does business.  Contracts prepared for clients should include a forum clause allowing for 

suit to be brought in the client’s home country and state.  Prior to bringing or defending litigation, 

current case law should be reviewed to assist in determination of proper jurisdiction especially when 

the parties to the litigation are domiciled in different countries.   

Information Security and Privacy 

Confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA triad) must all be considered when determining how to 

best protect a firm’s or client’s information.   Devices (laptop computers, tablets, smartphones, etc.) 

often leave the office.  Keeping an inventory, creating company policies regarding the access to and 

use of these devices, education, and device management are key aspects to protecting these devices 

and the information they can access. 

                                                 
27 Shaw, Thomas J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, p. 345. 
28 Id. at p. 356. 
29 Verein für Konsumenteninformation v. Amazon EU Sàrl, No. C-191/15 (AG Op. June 2016) 
30 Shaw, Thomas J. Information and Internet Law: Global Practice, pp. 347-348. 
31 Id. at p. 352. 
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In our daily lives, we come in contact with multiple technological devices that access the Internet, 

applications, receive/send messages and store data.  Examples of these devices are the Smartphone, 

tablet, laptop and desktop.  Not only do these devices store massive amounts of data, but they also 

access even more data32.  Below are recommendations for protecting the devices owned or managed 

by a firm including how to protect information accessible by said devices. 

Of course, the first step in securing your devices is to take inventory of what you own.  The inventory 

should include devices in use, once in use, handed down to other family members or stuck in a 

drawer or closet somewhere33.   

The inventory list should include important information such as date of purchase, manufacturer, type 

of device, operating system, and the model and serial numbers should be created.  Also note who 

owns the device and who uses or accesses the devise.  This inventory will assist in the event a device 

is lost or stolen34. 

To avoid loss or theft, proper physical control of devices is one of the greatest security measures you 

can implement.  To prepare for loss or theft, ask the question “what information can a person access 

if they obtain physical possession of the device?”  To protect information, each device should have a 

logon (password, encryption, pattern, etc35. The complexity of the encryption or password depends 

upon the device and the data it can access.  Consider the CIA triad when determining 

encryption/password level.  To maintain confidentiality, some availability is lost.  To maintain 

availability, there is less integrity.  What is most important use of this device - confidentiality, integrity, 

or availability36? 

Making a habit of affirmatively locking a device provides many benefits even beyond security.  The 

device’s battery will last longer and it is less likely to pocket dial and create an embarrassing situation 

with a client or colleague37. 

The next thing to consider is: “who is using the device and for what purpose?”  All users should have a 

separate access, and no one should share the administrator access38. 

Know your operating system, only install reliable software, and keep both updated.  The installation 

and updates of your operating system and software should be for only the aspects of the software 

                                                 
32 Bandler, John. Cybersecurity for The Home and Office: The Lawyers Guide To Taking Charge Of Your Own Information 
Security. ABA, Section of Science & Technology Law, 2017, p. 113. 
33 Id.at pp. 115-116. 
34 Id.at p.116. 
35 Id.at pp.116-119. 
36 Id.at pp.119-120. 
37 Id.at pp.121-122. 
38 Id.at pp.122-128. 
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you use.  Do not install add-on components that are unnecessary39.  Anti-malware and anti-viral 

software are important and should run continually and actively scan for malware and periodically use 

a different malware software as a backup40.   

Know how a device connects to the internet (i.e., modem, WiFi, does it change when you leave your 

home?).  Connecting to known or trusted WiFi networks is okay, but a device should not 

automatically connect with unknown networks.  Disconnecting devices or turning them off protect 

from attack and prevent botmasters from using your device41. 

When your device is no longer in use, it should be decommissioned.  After data is transferred to a 

new device, unless there is good reason to preserve it on the device, erase the data.  Be sure to clear 

all Internet history, delete all passwords and references to passwords.  This can be as simple as 

resetting the device to manufacturer settings.  Consider if you have need for future use of the 

device42. 

When it comes to data protection, there are two goals:  1) keep it available, and 2) be sure it cannot 

be stolen43.  

In addition to an inventory of devices, make an inventory of data including:  Where is it?  How 

important is it? What type of data is it (i.e., emails, contacts, passwords, documents, personal 

information (of anyone), client/customer information, social media, online account information, 

software, etc.)?  How important is it?  How is it accessed44? 

The most important part of securing data is controlling devices.  Next, backup your data. If data is not 

backed up and is either lost or unable to be accessed, it is now useless.  In a law firm data availability 

is critical.  Backups are key to being able to carry on “business as usual” in a timely manner.  Consider 

utilizing these forms of backup: 

1. Periodic, manual backup to an external hard drive. 

2. Periodic incremental backup of most important works-in-progress. 

3. Operating system backup application. 

4. Periodic, manual backup of cloud data to a local device; and from your local device to 

the cloud.  Some of these you will find sync automatically45. 

                                                 
39 Id.at pp. 128-136. 
40 Id.at p.136. 
41 Id.at p.140. 
42 Id.at pp.142-143. 
43 Id.at p.145. 
44 Id.at pp.145-152. 
45 Id.at p.154. 
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To protect important online accounts, set up two factor authentication and be sure to have a strong 

password that is unique and review these account settings periodically (including access settings, 

account recovery settings, recent access and privacy settings)46.   

When encrypting data on a local device, use a complex password that can be easily remembered, and 

write it down someplace safe.  If you do encrypt, also print out the decryption recovery key47. 

There are pros and cons to encrypting data.  Data at rest is data that is stored and not currently in use.  

The pros of encrypting this data are: prevent data theft, protect sensitive data, and carry sensitive 

data while traveling.  The cons are:  a strong password is required to be effective, you are locked out 

permanently if you forget your password, and failure means the data could be lost to you48. 

Instead of encrypting a device, information can be encrypted by application.  There are applications 

that allow password encryption of specific documents.  This is a slightly weaker form of encryption as 

data can still be recovered if someone obtains a device.  Application encryption is useful in client 

communications via email.  Encrypting documents that are being emailed ensures they cannot be 

opened if misdirected49.  Additional encryption options are file, folder, or full-disk encryptions.  Full 

disk encryption is the strongest method of storing data as it encrypts everything on the device and is 

secure even from forensics.  However, full disk encryption is only as strong as the password50. 

File and data organization is helpful to ensure backups are done properly and provides a level of 

efficiency51.   

Electronic files being sent from the office should be wiped of metadata.  There are ways through 

varying programs to remove metadata from a document.  The removal of the “hidden” information is 

important so as not to share things like user information, revisions, version numbers, edits, 

comments and tracked changes.  Metadata is important to data stored within your system, as it 

indicates where the file is stored, when it was last accessed, revised, etc. to assist in any backup 

restoration that may be necessary52. 

Where should data be saved - the cloud or your local drive?  Again, there are many pros and cons to 

each.  From a security standpoint, hackers are less able to access a local drive; however, data may be 

lost due to a lost, stolen or damaged device.  The advantages of cloud storage are that data is 
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available anywhere making availability key; however, a hacker can try to access it or destroy it, and a 

little availability is given up as an internet connection is required to access53. 

A simple base password with six or more characters that can be easily memorized is a good start to 

creating different passwords for your various accounts.  In order to make this password unique, 

simply add letters or numbers to the beginning or the end54. 

In our fast-paced society, traveling has become more prevalent.  Something to add to the “to do” list 

when planning to travel, is to be sure devices are secure.  In addition to the recommendations for 

device and data security above, remember these additional tips when traveling. 

Be mindful of your surroundings and keep physical control of your devices at all times.  The biggest 

security risk to our devices while traveling is losing them whether they are misplaced or stolen55.   It is 

not unheard of for a smart phone to be “grabbed” while someone is talking or texting56.   

Develop the habit of keeping your devices in a specific place which lessens the chance of 

misplacement.  Smart phones should be in an inner or zipped pocket to avoid pickpocket thefts.  

Laptops and tablets should have a comfortable shoulder bag to keep you from accidentally leaving it 

behind or checking it with your coat57. 

Avoid logging into any of your important accounts on a public computer.  The largest risk of doing so 

is that public computers may contain malware or spyware which increases the risk of one of your 

important accounts being accessed.  In addition, traces of emails, websites and documents you open 

are left on the computer without your knowledge.  One way to avoid this if you absolutely must use a 

public computer is to open an “incognito window” or private browsing session.  Otherwise, even 

though it’s risky to log into important accounts, if you must, at least be certain to log yourself out of 

those accounts and find an option for the website not to remember you on that computer58.  

Avoid joining public or unknown WiFi networks when possible.  Other ways to know where your 

device is connecting is to turn off your WiFi and Bluetooth adapters when you are away from home.  

Use your smart phone’s hotspot to connect your devices instead of a hotel’s WiFi service59. 

There are ways to access data between your devices and the cloud while using public networks.  You 

can encrypt the data you are sending across the Internet making it difficult to decipher.  There are 

two primary forms of encryption:  HTTPS and VPN.  HTTPS is simple to use, and it encrypts data from 
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your email to your provider and back again.  HTTPS in the web address line means the communication 

is secure.  A VPN is a virtual private network.  This is a tool obtained from an Internet company 

provided for data encryption during transmission from point to point60. 

Keep in mind the data that is on your device and the data that your device accesses.  What data do 

you need when you travel?  If you are not going to need it on your trip, especially sensitive data, 

leave it at home where it is safe61.  

Most importantly, do not only to implement these steps, but use the information to educate 

employees and clients. 

Conclusion 

Technology has changed many things about the way law is practiced in the United States and in the 

European Union.  It is prudent for attorneys and firms to be aware of laws and regulations to protect 

the firm, its employees, and its clients.  Having knowledge of devices owned and data to be protected 

is key to complying with laws and bar association recommendations at the national, state, and local 

levels.  Educating employees and clients on device and data protection assists with this is important 

aspect of an attorney’s work. 

Dawn Edmondson is a paralegal at Cantrell, Strenksi & Mehringer, LLP.  She has nearly 30 years 
experience in the legal field, and earned her paralegal certificate at Indiana University - Purdue 
University Indianapolis.  She has worked supporting attorneys in multiple practice areas including: 
corporations (including initial corporation set-up, dissolution, mergers and acquisitions); bankruptcy; 
collections; and insurance defense.  She is currently working on her Law in Liberal Arts Bachelor's 
Degree. 
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By Frances Amick 

 
We live in a society that relies on widespread connectivity. The expectation of instant 

access to data and services has inevitably transformed the way we function. With 

Internet reliance continuing to grow, the institutionalization of cybercrime also 

persists. Ensuring that you are implementing the best information security and 

privacy methods is essential to protecting client information, as well as your own data. 

An attorney’s knowledge of information security and privacy issues, however, must 

now reach beyond those exclusively related to personal use or firm management. As an attorney who 

represents companies and clients in a global marketplace, one must be knowledgeable when advising 

clients concerning how to use technology in compliance with the laws of the countries where they 

operate or have customers and connections.62 Although all information security and privacy issues are 

of significance, data disclosure, Internet use, and cybersecurity are topics of utmost importance to 

attorneys and clients alike. 

Both the United States and the European Union’s information security and privacy laws derive from 

constitutional or statutory support for the right to privacy. In the U.S. this right is found in the United 

States Constitution and in the EU it is found in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. 63 While the right 

to privacy lays the foundation for data protection laws, the EU’s approach to information security and 

privacy is much more foundational than that found in the U.S. For instance, in the EU the term “data 

protection” encompasses privacy, information security, as well other additional rights.64 While there is 

some variation among enforcement across various sectors in the EU, the same basic principles apply 

across the board. In contrast, data in the U.S. is protected by a number of regulations across sectors 

and jurisdictions which creates a “piecework” concept. 

Aside from the broad federal privacy protections in the U.S., states also have a wide variety of laws 

pertaining to information security and privacy that are often more protective than those afforded 

under federal law. For example, in addition to their state constitution, California has over 100 

information security and privacy laws, some specific to identity theft, spyware, and phishing. Most 

states also have data disposal laws. It is important for clients to be aware of state laws, especially when 

their company or organization is operating in that state, or collecting, using, and sharing information 

about citizens of that state. Clients will need to be in compliance with federal laws, as well as 

applicable state laws in these scenarios.65 

 

                                                 
62 The information provided in this article is based on the hypothetical of an Indiana headquartered law firm with offices in 
London and California, as well. The information included is applicable for any firms located or representing clients in the EU, 
the U.S., or both.  
63 Thomas J. Shaw, Information and Internet Law: Global Practice. p. 118 (2017).  
64 Id. 
65 Id. at 68 
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Data Disclosure 

There are two types of data disclosure—unlawful and lawful. Unlawful disclosure includes cybercrime 

and data breaches. Later you will learn best practices for protecting yourself and your firm from falling 

victim to unlawful data disclosure schemes. 

In the meantime, it is important that you can provide guidance to clients concerning lawful data 

disclosure. Lawful disclosure consists of messaging and surveillance. Each have applicable legislation 

and case law, as well as implications for both clients and attorneys. 

Messaging 

Messaging can include emails, texts, chats, IM’s, as well as a number of other ways to electronically 

communicate. Lawful disclosure of messaging occurs when the data is shared voluntarily by a party of 

the communications or when the data is provided by a service provider under contractual terms, 

statutory provision, or a court order.66 The disclosure of messages is subject to privacy and security 

requirements and lawful data disclosure of information can be made under statute. The Electronic 

Communications Privacy Act of 1986 protects the privacy of messages during transmission and in 

storage and is composed of the Wiretap Act, the Pen Register Act, and the Stored Communications Act 

(SCA). Additionally, two other pieces of U.S. legislation that concern the lawful disclosure of messaging 

include the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 and Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited 

Pornography and Marketing Act of 2003.67 

In United States v. Warshak, the Department of Justice (DOJ) ordered the Defendant’s email provider 

to preserve his future emails for an ongoing criminal investigation. To obtain these emails DOJ 

referenced the Stored Communications Act. The SCA is intended to be used for obtaining emails that 

are already in storage with the provider, therefore the Court ruled that the government’s seizure of the 

Defendant’s emails without a warrant violated the Fourth Amendment and the SCA.68 The court in 

United States v. Warshak, provided a line between lawful disclosure of messaging under SCA and 

unlawful interception of messaging without probable cause. 

Although the SCA creates some privacy protections for emails and other digital communications, 

government agencies can still compel Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to disclose stored 

communications through Section 2703. With a lot of major email providers being located in the U.S., 

clients located abroad could also be subject to the SCA. Most countries have a treaty with the United 

States concerning “reciprocity” in terms of gaining access to evidence for crimes. In order for foreign 

officials to review any type of stored communications that are housed in the U.S. (Facebook, Twitter, 

most e-mail providers, etc.), they must first send a “request” to the Department of Justice, Office of 
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International Affairs. If this request is sufficient, the Office of International Affairs will then “preserve” 

the data with the ISPs until a court order is granted. 

In the EU, the E-Privacy Directive contains provisions that protect the privacy of personal data on 

publicly available communication networks within the EU geographical range.69 Furthermore, as of 

May 2018, message privacy in the EU is regulated and protected by the General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR). The GDPR replaced the Data Protection Directive (“Directive”). The Directive lacked 

consistency because it did not mandate uniform implementation and enforcement across member 

states. Due to the lack of consistency, there was increased confusion and higher burdens were placed 

on businesses operating in multiple EU countries. As a result of this weakness, the EU Council 

repurposed the Directive as a Regulation, thus forcing uniformity among member states. Additionally, 

the GDPR strengthens the rights afforded to EU citizens in Article 8 of the EU’s Charter of Fundamental 

Rights, including the “right to be forgotten.” This right involves the ability of individuals to extract their 

consent for organizations to store or use their personal data. Moreover, there is an obligation for 

organizations to obtain explicit, not implied, consent from users before holding any of their personal 

data. The EU Council included significant penalties for organizations that are not in compliance with 

the GDPR.70 

If you have not already done so, it would be wise to review and update data privacy and security 

controls to be in compliance with the GDPR. Also by doing a little research you can learn how this new 

Regulation will affect the systems and processes of your practice. You can find terms for 

implementation, as suggested by the UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office, in the footnote below.71 

Likewise, it is vital that you provide the same guidance to clients concerning the GDPR and ways to 

move forward. 

More broadly speaking, lawful data disclosure via messaging can occur when attorneys and clients 

transmit confidential information over unsecured messaging systems. If this action were to occur, the 

attorney-client privilege would be waived and the attorney would be in violation of the rules of 

professional conduct.72 Attorneys have an ethical obligation when communicating via email, and 

should advise clients to take extreme caution when using an employer-provided device or email 

account to communicate. Additionally, attorneys should advise clients to be cautious when using 

shared accounts or public networks while communicating. More information concerning the proper 

use of technology with regards to communicating with clients in the U.S. can be found under Rule 1.1 

on Competence and Rule 1.6 on Confidentially in the ABA Model Rules, and specific to Indiana in the 

                                                 
69 Id. at 141 
70 Adam Stone, Preparing for the General Data Protection Regulation. Peer to Peer: The Quarterly Magazine of ILTA. 55-56 
(2017). 
71 Information Commissioner’s Office, Preparing for the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): 12 steps to take now. 
https://ico.org.uk/media/1624219/preparing-for-the-gdpr-12-steps.pdf 
72 Thomas J. Shaw, Information and Internet Law: Global Practice. p. 260 (2017). 
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Indiana Rules of Professional Conduct.73 In the EU similar guidance has been published via national law 

societies and EU-wide lawyer associations. This guidance includes Rule 2.3 of the Code of Conduct for 

the Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe (CCBE) which covers confidentiality, and the Charter of 

Core Principles of the European Legal Profession which employs the duty of an attorney to safeguard a 

client’s matters in a confidential way and with respect to professional secrecy.74 

Surveillance 

The other aspect of lawful data disclosure, surveillance, is a rather controversial topic. Many pieces of 

legislation in the U.S. have been passed concerning the abilities of law enforcement agencies and their 

surveillance practices, including: The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA), the USA 

Patriot Act, and the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act of 1994.75 In United States v. 

Mohamud, the court addressed Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, which involves 

monitoring (a type of surveillance). In this case, the government was monitoring a foreign national’s 

email account from inside the U.S. when they discovered messages between the foreign national and 

the defendant, Mohamud. The government obtained a FISA warrant to monitor Mohamud’s account. 

The court ruled that this was not a violation of Mohamud’s Fourth Amendment rights.76 With this 

ruling, the court provided “wiggle” room, per se, for the government and law enforcement agencies 

with regards to national security concerns. 

In addition to the number of statutory lawful disclosures concerning national security or law 

enforcement agencies, the Rules of Civil and Criminal Procedure also support the discovery of 

information from parties in litigation. As mentioned earlier concerning messaging, the Electronic 

Communications Privacy Act also legislates surveillance.77 

In the EU, the Data Retention Directive, the UK’s Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act of 2000, and 

the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act of 2014 are among the statutes that regulate 

surveillance.78 The case, Privacy International v. Secretary of State for Foreign of Affairs, concerned the 

gathering and use of bulk databases containing personal information about individuals by an Agency in 

the EU. Although the Agency argued that their data collection was for national security measures, the 

court did not find merit with the gathering of bulk data and ruled that the Agency breached the 

European Convention of Human Rights.79 While the facts are not completely analogous, in comparing 

the ruling of this case to the case above (United States v. Mohamud) it can be noted the difference 

between the rulings in the U.S. and the EU with regards to national security measures. 
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In light of the issue of surveillance, many attorneys in the U.S. and abroad are concerned with the 

ability of government surveillance on confidential client communications. As a result of these concerns, 

the CCBE has published guidelines for attorneys with regards to surveillance, including: the need for 

legislative control, the scope of admissible interception, judicial and independent oversight, use of 

intercepted materials, legal remedies and sanctions.80 

Internet Use 

While access to the Internet has yet to evolve into a basic right in the United States, the United Nations 

and the EU have both adopted the concept of Internet access as a human right.81 In addition to the 

availability to end-users, access also encompasses the equal opportunity of content providers. Statutes 

in the U.S. that concern Internet access include conversations about: Universal Service, Net Neutrality, 

and Equal Access. Universal Service and Net Neutrality derive from concepts issued by the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC). Net Neutrality protects from blocking, throttling, and paid 

prioritization. Additionally, the FCC created a “transparency” requirement with regards to Net 

Neutrality. Equal Access encompasses the ability of individuals with disabilities to access sites and 

ensures that websites are compatible with the Website Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 AA. 82 

In Verizon v. FCC, Verizon challenged an Order issued by the FCC which obligated broadband providers 

to treat all Internet traffic the same, regardless of source. Verizon argued that the FCC did not have the 

statutory authority to decree the rules, that the rules were arbitrary and capricious, and that the FCC 

violated the Communications Act by treating broadband providers as common carriers. The court 

struck down the core of the FCC’s Order, ruling that all broadband Internet access services are exempt 

from Title II’s common carrier requirements.83 This case reflects the concepts of keeping the Internet 

open to all content and not allowing discrimination or paid prioritization. 

Because end-user access is considered a basic human right in the EU, the right to access the Internet 

begins with the Charter of Fundamental Rights and the Convention on Human Rights. Article 10 of the 

Convention and Article 11 of the Charter relate to the right to freedom of expression and have been 

considered to support the right to access the Internet.84 Although this access is a right, there are 

limitations and restrictions that have been enacted, mostly concerning violations of intellectual 

property rights. The following legislation in the EU concerns Internet access rights: Telecomms Package, 

Equal Access, Restricting Access, and Net Neutrality. Although not as advanced to the U.S.’s concept of 

Net Neutrality, similar themes are seen in the EU through a Net Neutrality regulation that restricts ISPs 
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from blocking, slowing down, altering, restricting, interfering with, degrading or discriminating 

between content, applications or services.85 

When advising clients who are reliant on the Internet, it is important to provide guidance to them 

regarding Equal Access. For example, making sure all websites are accessible and functional to 

individuals with disabilities and following the guidelines set forth by the Website Content Accessibility 

Guidelines 2.0 AA. 

Internet Jurisdiction 

Beyond the rules of Internet access are the rules of jurisdiction in Internet-related disputes. Jurisdiction 

is an important constraint on the precedential impact of certain decisions. If your client is providing 

services or relying on services via the Internet, you need to be informed on the court’s rules of Internet 

jurisdiction. In many cases, it takes the careful analysis of a client’s situation to determine the 

controlling authority of a dispute. 

The idea of the Internet is that anyone, anywhere, can have access to unlimited information and 

services at the touch of a fingertip. This notion of connectivity between anyone and anywhere has 

allowed courts to exercise jurisdiction in Internet-related matters. These jurisdictional rules are not just 

based on location but also on the subject matter of the dispute. There are rules of Internet jurisdiction 

in both the U.S. and the EU, in addition to rules at the global level for certain situations. It is significant 

to remember that jurisdiction can also be determined contractually by an agreement. A clause 

concerning jurisdiction is most often included in website policies and software applications.86 

In the U.S., state courts have jurisdiction over residents of the state. In addition, jurisdiction in Internet 

disputes includes a minimum contact analysis, heightened by the nature of the defendant’s Internet 

activities.87 For example, in be2 LLC v. Ivanov, be2 LLC sued Ivanov for trademark infringement. The 

court first had to address the issue of jurisdiction and whether the Defendant’s Internet activity made 

him susceptible to personal jurisdiction in Illinois. The Defendant was a resident of New Jersey and the 

Plaintiff company was headquartered in Delaware with a parent company in Germany. On appeal, the 

court ruled that there was no personal jurisdiction and the case was dismissed. 

Contrastingly in the EU, Internet jurisdiction cases mostly concern the type of dispute brought forth.88 

Brussels I-a is the regulation that was put in place for the purpose of disputing differences in rules of 

jurisdiction. This Rule is applicable in any civil or commercial matter and lays forth which court has 
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jurisdiction over a specific type of matter. The EU’s rules of “special jurisdiction” apply to disputes over 

the Internet where the parties are located in different member states.89 

It may be wise to advise clients who are providing Internet services to include a clause concerning 

forum selection in their agreements, or clients who are subscribing to Internet services to check for 

these types of clauses before entering into an agreement. 

If your clients are taking part in website agreements, it may be necessary to inform them how a user 

becomes subject to the Terms of Service and how acceptance of that agreement is reached. The OECD 

created guidelines in 1999 to protect consumers online. These guidelines were updated in 2016 and 

now reflect changes that have been seen in e-commerce. In the U.S., laws protecting consumers are 

derived from the FTC Act, where unfair and deceptive practices targeting consumers is prohibited. 

Additionally, the E-SIGN statute provides provisions that protect consumers. 

Most of the cases concerning website agreements in the U.S. address the issue of whether these 

agreements were entered into by the consent of the consumer. Specifically, in Nquyen v. Barnes & 

Noble, Inc., the court reviewed an issue with a browser wrap agreement. In this case, the court looked 

at whether the Plaintiff was given actual notice or constructive notice of the website’s terms and 

conditions. Because Barnes & Noble just provided a hyperlink, the court found that this was insufficient 

in giving the user notice of the terms. 

In the EU, the E-Commerce Directive, the Consumer Rights Directive, and the Online Dispute Resolution 

Regulation protect consumers in their online activities. Case law concerning website agreements in the 

EU concern a variety of issues, including: click wrap agreements, the right to withdraw, geo-blocking, 

restricting online sales, and other issues related to protection of children and requirements to translate 

website terms into the local language of consumers. 

Internet Speech 

The concept of “Internet Speech” derives from the basic right of freedom of expression found in the 

U.S. Constitution and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. However, not all speech on the Internet is 

protected content.90 Although the First Amendment in the U.S. gives Americans the right to free 

speech, there are certain types of speech that can be regulated. In addition, an array of regulations 

have been put in place with regards to Internet speech including: regulation of speech to protect 

children, promotion of speech (online reviews), lawyer responses, and regulation of speech/liability for 

ISPs.91 
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The extent to which U.S. courts enforce online speech regulations can be examined in Cohen v. Hansen. 

This is a defamation case concerning false allegations that were posted via Internet publication. The 

Plaintiff alleged that the Defendant created and established defamed websites in retaliation for two 

business lawsuits that they had previously lost. The websites published statements claiming that the 

Plaintiff was guilty of crimes such as fraud, and that the Plaintiff’s business was involved in money 

laundering. The court ruled with the Plaintiff, alleging that these actions constituted defamation per se. 

One of the factors that lead the court to its ruling was that the statements on the websites were 

understood as existing fact rather than opinion.92 

In the EU, in addition to the types of speech regulated under the Convention and Charter, there are 

other types of online speech that is regulated including: hate speech, racism, national laws, self-

regulatory rules.93 

Although it may seem obvious, it does not hurt to be reminded that regardless of any negative review 

given by a client online, that you and the entire firm maintain confidential client information. When it 

comes to protected online speech, professionals such as attorneys must still comply with the ABA 

Model Rules with regards to client information. 

Intellectual Property Law and the Internet 

“The dispersed and anonymous nature of Internet sites and customers, the manner of intellectual 

property registration and the ease of duplication of digital information can lead to a number of issues 

not faced elsewhere.”94 For these reasons, it is especially important to be aware of how intellectual 

property law is applied in the context of the Internet. The statutes in the U.S. that protect intellectual 

property include: the Copyright Act, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, the Lanham Act, and the 

Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act.95 

Tiffany v. eBay is among the number of cases in the U.S. that has addressed intellectual property law 

and the implications of the Internet in relation to these laws. In Tiffany v. eBay, Tiffany and Company 

sued eBay for knowingly permitting the sale of counterfeit Tiffany goods in violation of the Plaintiff’s 

trademark. The court ruled in favor of eBay, holding that rights holders must police the use of their 

mark. This ruling was held at the same standard as any similar trademark infringement case (the owner 

has the duty of policing their mark).96 
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The law concerning copyright in the EU is derived from the Copyrights Directive and is supplemented 

by the Software, Trademark, Database, and IP Enforcement Directives.97 In the EU, the case E. Remy 

Martin & Co. v. Lan Qing Tian/Qingtian Lan concerned the creation and use of similar domain names, 

in which the court ruled with the Plaintiff, stating that the domain names in question were confusingly 

similar in bad faith.98 

Security Practices 

Cybersecurity is fundamental in the legal field, as law firms are a top cyber target. The impact of 

confidentiality on security and privacy is substantial and necessary for the protection of confidential 

data. There are specific risks posed by devices, data, network, Internet, and traveling that attorneys 

must be aware of in order to mitigate the risk of falling victim to cybercrime. 

Devices are the “gateway” to any data stored on that device or in the cloud connected to that device, 

thus making it the highest priority in terms of cybersecurity.99 When it comes to devices there are two 

aspects of control, physical and technical. Physical control concerns lost, stolen, and damaged devices, 

or devices that have been tampered with. Assessing the physical control of your device is especially 

important for smartphones and tablets. One way to increase the security of your devices is to enable a 

duel-authentication system. Also, creating complex passwords and using an “auto-lock” feature are 

simple ways to greatly increase the physical security of your device.100 

The risks posed to data are unnerving and never ending. These risks vary depending on if the data is at 

rest or in transit. Understanding what data you have, where it is stored, and how to access it is the first 

step to recognizing the best information and security practices. After assessing and understanding your 

data, the first thing you can do to secure your data is to back it up periodically. By backing up your data, 

you can avoid the risk of losing essential documents and other information.101 Securing your cloud 

computing and Internet accounts is another way to preserve your data. As an attorney, it is your duty 

to safeguard any data related to your client. A good practice for securing client data is to enable 

encryption. Another way to secure your data that would be relatively easy to implement is to organize 

your data more efficiently, including file and folder naming and structure, hidden data in files, etc.102 

Understanding networks and the Internet is essential to mitigating and preventing cybercrime. For 

example, network controllers have two modes, normal operation or “polite” mode and “promiscuous” 

mode. When set to promiscuous mode, there is an increased risk of someone eavesdropping on the 

communications within the local network. For this reason, it is vital that you are cautious when joining 

                                                 
97 Id. at 391 
98 Id. at 411-412 
99 Bandler, John. Cybersecurity for the Home and Office. Chicago: ABA. 113 (2017).  
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networks.103 The two types of networking are wired and wireless. The greatest security will be found 

with a wired connection, as generally this type of connection will only be at risk of physical tampering. 

Wireless connections propose risks from outsiders and particularly need to be properly secured.104 

Additionally, routers give the option to log on to the administrator portal. Through this portal you can 

review whether the firmware needs updating and what devices are connected to the wireless network. 

Logging in to this administrator portal regularly will decrease the risk of network interference 

tremendously. Further, simply disconnecting your computer from the Internet when not in use is a 

low-cost, high-value change, as the longer your device is connected to the Internet the higher the risk 

of it being exposed.105 

Software can be one of the greatest risks to information and security, consequently it is crucial to only 

give software access to the data or functions that it needs to operate. By monitoring and manually 

giving applications access to the required data or functions, with no extra add-ons, you are preventing 

the potential risks posed by software applications.106 

Lastly, it is critical to note that when traveling you lose some security controls, thus making it 

significant to be extremely aware and cautious of possible vulnerabilities. Developing good habits to 

secure your devices (such as the ones mentioned above), as well as keeping physical control of devices 

and being aware of your surroundings are all ways to mitigate loss or theft.107 The convenience of using 

a public device while traveling may compel you, however, it is recommended that you do not use a 

public computer to log into any important accounts or access confidential data. Some additional 

considerations and measures to take while traveling include: avoid joining public or unknown Wi-Fi 

networks, turn off your Bluetooth if not in use, and consider using your smartphone as a personal 

hotspot. With regards to data, try to avoid bringing sensitive data with you if you do not need it. If it is 

needed, remember the best practices for encrypting data at rest.108 

Conclusion 

By familiarizing yourself with laws pertaining to data disclosure, Internet use, and security practices, 

you are setting yourself, your firm, and your clients up for success. The suggestions throughout this 

article just scratch the surface of necessary information security and privacy practices that need to be 

implemented through advising clients and firm management. In addition to what has been mentioned, 

there are a number of other concerns and suggestions for each of the topics addressed above. A final 

recommendation is to research the topics in this article further to be fully informed on issues that 

impact your firm and your clients. 
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By Lynda Bates 

With technology becoming such a large part of this society and projected to be 

even more so in the future, law firms need to be knowledgeable and compliant to 

the laws and regulations that are being implemented in regards to its use. As you 

read this, laws are concurrently being formed in order to catch up to technology’s 

ever expanding influence in today’s society. This article will examine the current 

status of laws and regulation at home and internationally through the lens of a law 

firm with offices throughout the US and in the EU. For clients as well as firms like the aforementioned 

example, there is a growing need to become more aware of the laws and cases dealing with data 

disclosure, Internet use, and cybersecurity. 

Data Disclosure 

One of the most threatening risks of the advancements in technology comes with data disclosures. 

Disclosure can take many forms; its most important distinction can be found in deciding whether a 

disclosure was lawful or not. Although unlawful data disclosure has become a primary focus in 

media,109 there are lawful disclosures through both messaging and surveillance. The following 

paragraphs will examine the different legislation in both the United States and European Union and 

give brief overviews of them. The subsequent subsection will examine how these laws and 

regulations are applied to cases, the opinions of different international law societies on the role of 

law firms, and what these outcomes mean for law firms and their clients in terms of the future.  

To properly understand what is and is not proper disclosure, law firms and consumers need to be 

aware of the legislation in place for it. In the United States, these include, but are not limited to: the 

Stored Communications Act (SCA), the Wiretap Act, and the Telephone Consumer Protection Act 

(TCPA). Both the aforementioned SCA and Wiretap Act are part of the Electronic Communications 

Privacy Act. The Stored Communications Act protects, as its name suggests, stored communications 

both electronically or otherwise against access without authorization.110 In turn, the Wiretap Act 

essentially prohibits the interception and usage of various forms of communications.111 The TCPA, in 

contrast, limits unsolicited advertisements through an assorted number of methods unless otherwise 

consented to or allowed via a former business relationship.112 While not law per se, the American Bar 

Association (ABA) has issued an opinion on the legal ethics of lawful data disclosure and the roles of 

firms in them.113 

                                                 
109 Iga Kozlowska, Facebook and Data Privacy in the Age of Cambridge Analytica, University of Washington (April 30, 2018) 
https://jsis.washington.edu/news/facebook-data-privacy-age-cambridge-analytica/ 
110 Pub. L. 99-508, Title II (Oct. 1986). 
111 Pub. L. 99-508, Title I (Oct. 1986). 
112 Pub. L. 102-243 (Dec. 1991). 
113 Discussed below. 
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Comparatively, the European Union has established their own network of laws, regulations, etc. in 

regards to data disclosures. Their e-Privacy Directive focuses on protecting communication from 

being tampered, recorded, etc. without their citizen’s consent while also limiting spam from digital 

marketing unless said consumer has previously accepted it,114 which is relatively similar to the US’s 

aforementioned Wiretap Act and TCPA. The UK specifically has the Privacy and Electronic 

Communications Regulation (PECR), which instructs the countries to pass their own laws relating to 

data.115 Various law societies and Bars throughout Europe have also commented on the legal ethics of 

lawful disclosure of data.116  

 Example Cases and Comments Concerning 

Due to the United States running on a common law system, it is crucial to look towards finished 

litigation that applies these laws in order to gauge what is and is not lawful in relation to data 

disclosures. In the US case Luis v. Zang117, the Court deemed that a husband had violated the Wiretap 

Act by almost simultaneously intercepting his wife’s messages to and from another man as she was 

receiving them thanks to the WebWatcher software. His actions were unbeknownst to and without 

the consent of his wife.118 Regardless of any personal opinions on the matter, her lack of consent 

made the man’s actions unlawful.119 Consent plays an increasingly large role in the law and how cases 

are explored,120 and it would only make sense that it would do the same in regards to online 

interactions had over the Internet.  

The TCPA is examined in the Soppet121 case, which questioned whether if the consent of a telephone 

number’s previous owner to calls, texts, etc. from companies transferred over to the next holder of 

said number. In this case, the Court decided that the consent was terminated when the numbers 

were assigned.122 Therefore, the company did violate the TCPA.123 This case illustrates how unfamiliar 

and new these ideas of online disclosures and consent to online interactions are relative to any 

previous legislation.124 It serves as a reminder to firms that the world is changing and they must be 

prepared to deal with the effects it will have on the law. 

In both of these cases, the idea of consent to disclosure and surveillance is crucial in determining if 

these things were lawful or not. As a whole, users must know what they are agreeing to online before 

                                                 
114 Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of 
personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector. 
115 Id. 
116 Discussed below. 
117 Luis v. Zang, No. 14-3601 (6th Circ. Aug. 2016). 
118 Id. 
119 Id. 
120 Id., for example. 
121 Soppet and Tang v. Enhanced Recovery Company, LLC, No. 11-3819 (7th Cir. May 2012). 
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124 It amended the Communications Act of 1934, legislation passed 57 years earlier 
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giving away this legal necessity.125 It aids in determining the truth about these interactions and who is 

at fault for the effects and impact of what comes from them.126 These are only a couple cases, but 

they are nonetheless strong reiterations of the importance of consent and how continuing actions 

without it is unlawful. 

As aforementioned, the EU has their own array of data disclosure cases that should provide 

additional insight into how different courts may view a case. It is in these cases where they follow a 

somewhat similar narrative to the US, with their own nuances being present in the case summaries. 

In the Norfolk Foster Care127 case, despite Norfolk fearing additional disclosures of information from 

the ICO’s request for copies of a letter they sent out, the Court deemed it was right and reasonable 

for them to inspect the letter in order to continue the case. The ICO dealt with a violation of the PECR 

when an airline deliberately sent out an email about future communication preferences to over 3 

million customers who had already opted out of receiving emails from the airline.128 Because of this 

violation of the customers’ consent to communication, the ICO fined the liable party £70,000 and 

determined that emailing about future preferences after the party has chosen not to receive emails 

at all is a prohibited practice.129 While consent still is important in EU legislation for the lawful 

disclosure of data, their Courts have ruled in cases such as these that it is not deemed necessary 

under specific circumstances.  

Although the importance of gaining and maintaining consent is an important rule of thumb for the 

standards of data disclosures, there are some groups internationally that have set their own 

expectations in regard to it. The American Bar Association (ABA), Law Society of Ireland, and Council 

of Bars and Law Societies of Europe (CCBE) are noted to have their own ethical opinions in addition to 

what their respective legislation says about what is proper and improper in data disclosure. As for the 

implications of these lawful disclosures, it is ultimately up to the law firm to inform clients about risks 

to their personal information, data, and correspondence with attorneys through email.130 However, 

there is only so much they are able to do. They must not only be aware of the risks posed when 

handling a client’s data and take reasonable steps to protect it, but they should also choose a mode 

of communication that limit these potential risks under the assumption that they will reasonably be 

able to maintain a significant amount of privacy, according to the ABA.131 

The EU Bars and law societies similarly see the importance of protecting client-attorney 

communication. For example, the Law Society of Ireland has specific rules set out in regards to 

                                                 
125 Yvonne O’Connor et al., Privacy by Design: Informed Consent and Internet of Things for Smart Health, 113 Procedia 
Computer Science 653-8 (2017) 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050917317398 
126 Id. 
127 Norfolk Foster Care Association v. IC, No. EA_2013_0095 (GRC) (UKFTT Oct. 2013). 
128 Id. 
129 Id. 
130 ABA, Formal Op. 11-459, Duty to Protect the Confidentiality of E-mail Communications with One’s Clients (Aug. 2011). 
131 ABA, Formal Op. 99-413, Protecting the Confidentiality of Unencrypted Email (Mar. 1999). 
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solicitors that address the privilege, confidentiality, and storage of these communications. 132 

However,  the CCBE has stressed the importance of attorneys upholding confidentiality to the point 

of having these communications being specially protected by the states and prohibiting them from 

being used in litigations against the client.133 This is similarly maintained in the European lawyer’s 

Core Principles, which stresses the importance and duty for lawyers to maintain the confidentiality 

and secrecy of client matters.134 As for any American law firm, not unlike the one in our example, it is 

not only important that they follow the ABA’s expectations. They must also apply both the standards 

of the aforementioned association and the EU’s CCBE in order to ensure that all their clients and their 

data are being equally secured by the standards the firms are held to.  

In order to properly prepare and protect themselves in the event of a data breach, firms need to 

educated on the risks and implications of these breaches. The International Association of Privacy 

Professionals alone hosted two panels dealing with data security and breaches at their Global Privacy 

Summit.135 In them, the panelist speakers had their own suggestions for lawyers themselves on how 

to protect themselves. Of these proposals, the first two are taking education about the topic into 

your own hands and being willing to accept what you don’t understand about it.136 There are options 

to try and lower the risk of a data breach that don’t require significant knowledge about the topic. 

The American Bar has already addressed that the precautions firms and attorneys must take to 

prevent breaches simply need to be reasonable.137 While not necessarily required to protect their 

data, encrypted emails and other secure modes of communication are certainly good ways to keep 

more sensitive or important material between the client and the attorney. However, hacks can still 

happen regardless of how prepared a firm is. Preparing an incident response plan for a data breach 

gives firms a guideline to follow and gives them an idea of what to expect in the event of it 

happening.138  

Internet Usage 

Internet usage becoming more available to the populace has prompted extra legislation in the 

interest of preventing a significant amount of harm that could come from it. While the ability to 

communicate over vast differences with individuals around the world may allow for more effective 

growth in both business and personal relationships, it allows for conflicts as well. Even if a firm’s main 

location and place of business is located in a well-connected city, as is the case in our example, it is 

imperative that the firm remains up to date on Internet laws and regulations both in the United 

                                                 
132 Law Society of Ireland, A Guide for Good Professional Conduct for Solicitors, 3rd Edition. (Oct. 2013). 
133 Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe Code of Conduct for European Lawyers (May 2006) 
134 Charter of Core Principles of the European Legal Profession (Nov. 2006). 
135 David Lat, Data Security And Data Breaches: What’s A Lawyer To Do?, Above the Law (April 4, 2018), 
https://abovethelaw.com/2018/04/data-security-and-data-breaches-whats-a-lawyer-to-do/?rf=1 
136 Id. 
137 ABA, Formal Op. 99-413, Protecting the Confidentiality of Unencrypted Email (Mar. 1999). 
138 John W. Simek and Sharon D. Nelson, Essential Law Firm Technology Policies and Plans, 38 Law Practice Magazine (2012) 
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States and internationally in the EU. Later paragraphs will examine citizens’ rights on multiple levels 

to the internet, cases determining the extent of these rights, and will discuss the roles of firms and 

their clients in how they use the Internet. 

One of the most important factors in viewing how the usage of the Internet is addressed is viewing 

what the nations themselves believe about consumers’ rights to it and what these rights entail. 

Despite differences of legislations within these nations, the United Nations as a whole has declared 

Internet access to be a basic human right partly because of its importance in today’s world and its 

ability to allow people to freely express themselves.139 In the United States, access is not yet seen as a 

right but does have the potential to be based upon prior legislation that demands equal access to 

different modes of communications by parties through the original Communications Act.140 This 

demand for universal service is even further pressed by the demand for equal access to the internet 

for those with disabilities.141 The EU, unlike the United States, has taken a similar standpoint as the 

UN and has considered Internet access a basic human right from recent interpretation of Article 10 of 

their Charter of Fundamental Human Rights.142 These differences already separate what is expected 

of clients in the United States versus those in the European Union.  

One of the most pointed differences between these countries’ legislative stances is Net Neutrality, a 

controversial topic in the US at this point but established through legislation in the EU. As of the date 

this article was written, the American judicial system has officially repealed Net Neutrality.143 

Although the federal rules have been repealed, it’s reported that “[s]everal states have taken 

measures to ensure the rules stay in effect.”144 While this is a rocky, unfinished fight in our system to 

save this concept, the European Union has more stable legislation to keep it in place. As of late 2016, 

the European Parliament proactively enabled an “open internet” (or net neutrality guaranteed 

Internet) for their citizens.145 The above discussions show one of the key differences between the 

United States and European Union in terms of data and privacy laws. 

Jurisdiction, especially when the Internet is involved, can also pose problems for people wishing to 

sue, depending on which nation they are in versus the one accused of causing harm. As a general rule, 

American Courts will ask if it is reasonable for them to have jurisdiction over a party, whether through 

                                                 
139 UN, A/HRC/17/27, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion 
and expression (May 2011).  
140 Pub. L. 73-416 (June 1934). 
141 Telecommunications Act of 1996, § 255. 
142Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union 2012/C 326/02  https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
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contacts, actions, or place of harm.146 In both the US and the EU, there are similar expectations 

before a court can claim jurisdiction over a party.147 While not exactly alike, these similar standpoints 

do give some base for how jurisdiction will be handled in cases pertaining that began from the 

Internet. Of these cases, some of the most common are those that deal with speech, content, and 

intellectual property, especially the latter.148 The jurisdiction of these matter is only one part of the 

litigation. 

 Protections for speech, content, and intellectual property are offered by both nations. Speech, and 

assumedly content, are considered naturally protected by different legislation in the US and EU 

through the Constitution and Convention on Human Rights or Charter of Fundamental Rights 

respectively, which both consider the actual rights of their citizens. There are various forms of 

intellectual property law, namely copyrights and trademarks. Both are similarly important in either 

nation.149 However, questions will arise of if these things can or should be limited in some cases. Each 

nation does believe in limiting to some degree, especially if the speech is harmful, defaming, and 

untrue in nature.150 Websites hosting content creators in the European Union may face even more 

limitations with the passing of Article 13, which will expect the sites to more stringently enforce the 

protection of copyright materials.151 In short, while there are protections for these freedoms, there 

are certain expectations that the citizens are meant to uphold while using them. 

Internet Usage Case Examples 

While it seems important to these nations that their people exercise their rights to free speech online 

through their abundance of legislation, firms must also be aware of how these laws can also 

negatively affect these rights. The idea of unrightful limitations is present in the FTC v. Roca Labs 

Inc.152 case. The defendants were being accused of violating the FTC Act by prohibiting their 

customers from posting negative reviews of their products with threat of legally pursuing customers 

for them.153 The eventual settlement included allowing the customers to make their negative reviews 

if they were truthful and non-defamatory, and it permitted Roca Labs to continue binding their 

customers not to post untruthful or defamatory comments.154 Protection from defamation, among 

other things, is similarly represented by the Communications Decency Act in the US. The United 

                                                 
146 American Bar Association, Jurisdiction in Cyberspace, Find Law. https://corporate.findlaw.com/law-library/jurisdiction-in-
cyberspace.html 
147 European Judicial Network, Jurisdiction of the courts - Community law, European Commission, 
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148  Timothy P. Cremen, et al., Intellectual Property Outlook: Cases and Trends to Follow in 2018, (2018) 
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States guaranteed its citizens the right to free speech centuries ago,155 but this case demonstrates the 

often overlooked expectation that people not use this right as a way to harm others.  

Decency in online interactions is not an expectation that is specific to the United States, the European 

Union similarly poses judgment on what is and isn’t decent in the case Brett WIlson LLP.156 This 

litigation took place after a small law firm faced substantial damages from defamatory comments 

online due to a “Solicitors from Hell” website.157 As in the US case dealing with defamatory posts, the 

Court granted injunctive relief where the comments, which were considered defamatory, could not 

be republished.158 The plaintiffs were also awarded the appropriate relief because of the harm these 

reviews could have caused monetarily and to the reputation of the law firm. As always, it is different 

from case to case, but nations (especially the EU) do try to allow their Internet users some freedom in 

their expression online so long as it is based in truth and not intentionally harmful towards its 

intended audience.  

Despite user rights to freedom of expression online, these rights may run into difficulties with 

intellectual property law. In the VidAngel159 case, Disney sued the defendant for violating their 

copyrights by streaming and editing their content through Disney’s encryption, which is a violation 

under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Ultimately, the Court ruled in Disney’s favor because of 

their copyright on the protected works.160 They additionally ordered injunctive actions for the 

defendant to stop their disregard for the copyright.161 In this case, the court ruled with the DMCA by 

deciding to protect the owners of the copyright from their intellectual property being stolen, edited, 

etc.162  

The EU similarly protects the rights of copyright holders, regardless of the difference of legislation in 

each country. In the Stichting Brein163 case, the Court dealt with copyright material being streamed 

without the consent of the copyright holders. This case began with the material in question was 

unlawfully obtained after a user had purchased a device, which would make streaming the content 

essentially free.164 The EU Court ruled that the streaming was unlawful because the reproductions 

similarly didn’t have a lawful use and they did not have the consent of the copyright holders.165 

Ultimately, copyright holders do hold a lot of power over how their material is presented and 
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accessed by the public, whether they be in the United States or the European Union. This upholding 

of Internet property law allows for more clear distinction of who or what these concepts belong to 

and what kind of outcomes can come from these sorts of activities.  

Both a firm and its clients need to pay attention to these laws because of the Internet’s necessity in 

business, as well as everyday life, and how their rights to it are affected through legislation 

surrounding it. The American Bar Association even has a few recommended policies and plans 

regarding internet use within firms to encourage firms to improve their own.166 Of these suggestions, 

there is an incident response plan, similar to the one discussed for data breaches, and a plan for 

recovering from the disaster itself.167 As for what firms can do before this, there are other options. 

Aforementioned above, the ABA had suggested that firms take reasonable measures to prevent 

security breaches,168 but this advice of taking “reasonable” action can be similar applied to other 

actions within the firm. Other attorneys suggest various strategies to protect the firm, such as having 

a Common Sense policy that reminds employees to remain professionally and legally sound during 

their time online.169 In short, technology can continue improving the lives of firms and clients alike if 

proper policies and precautions are in place. 

Cybersecurity 

There are many dangers posed by technology, and try as we might, there is no “perfect” way of 

protecting data. Risks can arise in almost any situation, but it is up to the firm in question to be 

prepared and careful in protecting the data they have been entrusted with. In order to do so, 

cybersecurity must become a more established priority in and out of a law firm. The following 

paragraphs will address a number of the risks posed to law firms by the increasing amount of 

technology in the workplace and everyday life while also posing several suggestions on how to 

increase cybersecurity in response to these risks.  

As mentioned before, any and all factors can contribute to a situation becoming risky. Devices, for 

examples, are risks in themselves. The DC Metropolitan Police Department summarizes that they are 

stolen simply because “they are small, valuable, can be removed quickly, are easily hidden, and there 

is a market for them”.170 After being stolen, devices can be accessed unlawfully, giving thieves direct 

access to data should they unlock it. The data itself, due to the often sensitive and confidential nature 

of it, can pose risks to the firm and to its clients if it is not secured properly. Unsecured data can be 
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accessed by anyone with physical access to any unlocked device the data is stored, which makes the 

devices themselves and the security built into them the only safeguards protecting the information. 

The networks connecting these devices to the internet can also put the user and their information in 

danger. Public networks especially give cybercriminals the chance to access a person’s information 

because of the ease of access.171 Private networks, on the other hand, chain the devices together and 

give cybercriminals a chance to “pivot” to other devices they are connected to.172 The Internet itself 

can even pose risks to users. Many people leave their devices continuously connected to the internet 

even when not in use, a seemingly harmless decision that can give cybercriminals remote access to 

the device and its data through this connection.173 Travel similarly presents risks through what could 

happen to the devices. It can pose of the risk of a device being physically stolen, and hackers could 

pose many inconspicuous plans to prey upon unsuspecting travellers.174 Users also need to pay 

attention to the websites being visited and emails opened; certain sites and senders pose higher risks 

to a person’s personal information and data than others might. For firms, it is especially important 

that they deduce what sites do and do not place their network data at risk. 

Cybersecurity Suggestions 

Despite all these uncertainties, there are plenty of ways to raise our “security dial” to protect against 

the dangers posed by these necessary venues. This dial represents an individual’s level of 

cybersecurity, where zero is unreasonable and an eleven is impossible, which can reflect a growth in 

their security.175 A simple but effective way to secure a device is to put a strong, complex password 

on it.176 In theory, devices are much less worrisome if no one other than the person it belongs to can 

access the data within it. While it may lower its instant availability, data encryption will secure access 

to the data to only those who know the encryption key.177 In response to the dangers of being 

connected to the internet, a simple way to limit cybercriminals’ access is to simply disconnect from 

the internet when it is not immediately in use.178 These are only a few of the more simple options in 

regards to cybersecurity. 

More methods of improving cybersecurity are available. Limiting access to public networks is a good 

start. Protecting personal networks have many more available options; these include limiting physical 

access to the modem, placing strong passwords in order to access the network, and regularly 
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updating the firewall associated with the modem, if available.179 As for travel or work in the cases of 

firms with a multitude of off-site locations, many of the above suggestions will help in protecting 

one’s personal information. In addition to these, configuring the device not to connect to any public 

network without the user’s permission, activating the auto lock feature on devices, and turning off 

Bluetooth connectivity can aid in protecting one’s data while travelling.180 Websites pose risks, but 

many of these can be managed or eliminated with some effort. Users should always look for “https” 

sites because the “s” signifies a secure network.181  

All of these methods are given as suggestions for aiding in improving the cybersecurity of those 

reading. However, firms and individuals alike need to remember that the 11 on the security dial isn’t 

attainable nor maintainable even if reached.182 No matter how useful these methods may be, they 

are by no means are perfect defenses.183 Despite this, both types of parties can certainly raise their 

“security dial” and feel much safer in their cybersecurity overall, especially in relation to their 

personal information and data. 

Conclusion 

This article sought to explain the implications and importance of data disclosure, internet usage, and 

cybersecurity in terms of today’s law. In short, knowledge about technology and the laws that 

concern it is crucial in today’s society. There are fine lines between what is lawful and what is not, 

and it is up to firms and individuals to know what to do to keep their actions from crossing those lines. 

Data disclosure has the potential to be done correctly, but firms need to be prepared for the possible 

outcomes of when it is not. These disclosures are becoming more common, and with no way to 

indefinitely prevent them, firms need to be aware of the implications and results of data disclosures. 

The same can be said for internet usage in the firm as a workplace and what the backlash of unsafe 

internet usage can lead to. They must know what is and is not secure in terms of what is done online 

in order to protect themselves. Cybersecurity has become increasingly important as with technology 

itself. With the Internet of Things and everyday life becoming ever more intertwined with technology, 

valuing cybersecurity and keeping data safe is imperative for modern day individuals and law firms. 
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By Shannon Harding 

 
Our interconnected world has witnessed numerous information laws to keep the 

general public's access and actions online regulated. Information laws affect our 

cumulative data and increase the chance for data disclosure, or for our information 

to be held to another country's jurisdiction. Most importantly, information laws can 

affect everyone, from the everyday citizen to large firms that deal with client data. 

Thus, when considering information laws, we should not only cover how it affects 

individuals but also businesses. This article explores the different laws that can affect our data and 

the key role that cyber security plays in keeping our information safe in the digital age.  

Lawful Data Disclosure 

Messaging laws in the US includes the Stored Communications Act (SCA), Wiretap Act, and Telephone 

Consumer Protection Act of 1991. Most of these messaging laws have language that prohibit certain 

kinds of interception. For example, within the SCA the law prohibits “intentional access without 

authorization, or exceeding authorization”184 which casts a specific prohibition on accessing stored 

electronic communications and altering them without consent. The Wiretap Act is broader than the 

SCA as it expands its prohibition on “intentional interception of a wire, oral, or electronic 

communication” 185  and the information used from that interception. Finally, the Telephone 

Consumer Protection Act, mainly restricts telemarketing calls, automatic dialing systems, and 

prerecorded voice messages in advertisements without consent or an existing business history2.  

In the EU there are restrictions put in place by regulations that center around messaging. One such 

regulation is the E-Privacy Directive, which prohibits the “listening, tapping, storage or other kinds of 

interception or surveillance of communications.”186 This directive like the US Wiretap Act also outlaws 

the subsequent use of the data gathered. But the EU provision also adds certain situations where the 

use of that data is lawful such as where owner consent is given or directed by law. There is also 

another provision in the Privacy Directive that regulates solicitation using electronic communication 

networks in the section covering spam. This spam provision also has an exception to its regulation in 

the case that there is consent given by the consumer. 

Unlike messaging, Surveillance laws in the US and EU center around lawful collection of data. The US 

has two high profile laws that outline surveillance: the Florigen Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) 

and the Patriot Act. FISA was enacted in 1978 and outlines procedures for physical and electrical 

surveillance of foreign “powers, agents, citizens, and organizations”187 suspected of espionage.  The 
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law also allows the collection of foreign intelligence information that is intercepted. The Patriot Act 

expands the government permissions and ability to perform electronic surveillance188.  

EU surveillance laws include the UK’s Regulation of Investigatory Powers, and Data Retention and 

Investigatory Powers Act. The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act outlaws the interception of 

communications outside the UK without a warrant189. And the Data Retention and Investigatory 

Powers Act is a combination of the two previously discussed regulations allowing for the UK Secretary 

of State to require “relevant communications data”190 from telecommunication providers. This is an 

attempt to have the secretary of state act as a more direct law enforcement officer and is akin to the 

US FISA Act and Patriot Act in the way that it expands powers and is a way of gathering surveillance 

information that would otherwise be unavailable.  

Cases that pertain to these messaging and surveillance laws in the US is the case of U.S v Ahrndt that 

relates to lawful interception and Sony Privacy Litigation that relates to unlawful security protections. 

In Ahrndt the plaintiff claimed his neighbor and observing police connecting to his unsecured wireless 

network and accessing his iTunes library was a violation of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act 

(ECPA). The court ruled that it is not unlawful under the ECPA because his iTunes library was 

configured to share. The court also stated that the network was "readily accessible to the public", and 

thus the ECPA claim was rejected191. In the case dealing with Sony, more than 77 million users 

information was obtained in a breach. The defendant prioritized security controls for systems 

containing its corporate confidential information over those of its customer’s data. They had not 

installed permanent firewalls on gaming networks and storing user information insecurely. There was 

also a delay between the breach and notifying users. This lawsuit was brought under state law and 

ECPA for disclosing the customer’s data to others192.  

These two cases have to do with the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, primarily the availability 

of data and the liability of those in possession of said data. The ECPA is composed of the Wiretap Act 

and the Sorted Communications Act.  Both of those laws have different components that cover access 

exceeding authorization and communication interception. In the case of Sony, there was access to 

data without permission through a data breach, thus when a suit was filed the plaintiffs used the 

ECPA. The lawsuit filed was against Sony because the company is liable for the breach caused by their 

insufficient protections of user data.  However, there are cases where access is allowed, making the 

data disclosure lawful. Specifically, in the Wiretap Act, there is an exception of, "one of the parties to 

the communication has given consent, if the communication system is readily available to the public, 

or if the interception is of a computer trespasser"193. In the case of Ahrndt, the court had ruled that 
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the communication system was configured to share and therefore the parties outside of the plaintiff's 

home who intercepted the data were not in violation of the ECPA.  

In the EU, cases of lawful and unlawful data disclosure are regulated by the data protection laws and 

carried out by the ICO. An example of lawful messaging enforcement is the case of Manpower UK Ltd, 

and an example of unlawful data disclosure: Central London Community Healthcare. In Manpower UK 

the personal data of over 400 employees were sent to 60 employees in error. The information sent 

was unprotected when transmitted, but the data controller who made the error tried to delete the 

data from who it was sent to. “The ICO required that there be training, use of encryption for personal 

data sent over the internet, and other necessary security measures to comply with the Data 

Protection Act”194. In the unlawful data disclosure case of Central London, “the ICO had fined the 

responded £90,000 for data breached. The breach occurred when sensitive patient information, was 

faxed by an untrained administrator to a second number which turned out to be inaccurate. There 

were no follow up calls to the second number as required by procedure. “195.    

The Manpower UK data disclosure originated because of an error, making it different from the 

previous Sony case because Sony was negligent with their data security and data breach handling. In 

Manpower UK there wasn't a breach stemming from negligence and it was a mistake that the 

organization took steps to correct. This case is lawful in the sense that there were proper steps taken 

after the data disclosure to ensure that it won’t happen again, both by the company and the ICO. 

What makes the data disclosed in the Central London case unlawful is the many steps that could have 

been taken before the data breach to protect patient information. Since the healthcare facility had 

not put trained personnel in charge of faxing data or doing procedural calls as they were required to, 

they were fined. The main difference between these two cases, and I would include the Sony case in 

this as well, is their adherence to data protection laws and the steps taken after data is compromised. 

When there is a delay in notification, and non-approved handling of data the courts consistently rule 

that those are unlawful data breaches, seen in the cases of Sony and Central London. But if data 

disclosure was the fault of errors or communication issues then the courts could consider those to be 

lawful data disclosure or interception, as seen in the Ahrndt case and the Manpower UK cases.  

Lawful data collection affects a company through the interception and disclosure of their data. For 

example, a law firm must make sure that their client information is being disclosed and protected 

legally so that the firm is not reprimanded by the law. Firms also must be aware of lawful data 

interception because the client data that they deal with would want to be kept private and 

confidential. Client data is also affected by data disclosure both lawful and unlawful, however, the 

reasons for clients to be concerned about their data is different. A firm can have its reputation at 

stake and face monetary damages for unlawful data disclosure but a client whose data has been 

compromised will have to live with the consequences. A client should be aware that there is a chance 
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that the data shared between an attorney and themselves may be intercepted from poor security 

measures or lawful surveillance. Clients being aware of the ways their law-related data can be used 

against them is a step in the right direction of being diligent in the protection of their data and legal 

security.  

Regulation of the Internet 

Access laws are an example of the regulation of internet services and are important to know for 

everyone who provides and use internet services. These laws include Universal Service and Equal 

Access. The Communications Act of 1934 established the Universal Service regulation "to make 

available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, nation-wide, and 

world-wide, wire and radio communications service with adequate facilities at reasonable 

charges.”196  Over time this regulation has also grown to encompass modern technology like 

broadband services. Equal Access is concerned with access rather than availability like Universal 

Service. This regulation was created in part because of the American with Disabilities Act so that the 

internet could be truly available to everyone. Access to the internet is different from just availability 

because access online is assuming that the service can be used. Guidelines on internet access are 

defined by the Website Accessibility Guidelines.  

The EU has internet access laws as well. Their equivalent is the Telecoms Package which was 

comprised of four separate directives, the first three: Access, Authorization, and Regulatory 

Framework directives pertained to network operations. The fourth was the Universal Service 

Directive (USD) which like its US counterpart establishes the rights of end users and the obligations of 

telecom operators to meet those access and availability rights197. Restricting access is also covered in 

EU law by the Digital Economy Act where there are technical measures to restrict access to 

individuals by ISPs if the government were to require them to do so. The EU also has a Net Neutrality 

that state ISP’s are not allowed to "block, slow down, alter, restrict, interfere with, degrade, or 

discriminate between specific content, applications or services."198  

Internet regulations on access matter to citizens who want to follow the proper communication laws. 

It is also important for business to act in compliance with access laws especially if they provide 

telecommunication services. For example, if a client of a firm oversaw a communication service they 

would be obligated to make that service widely available for use or face monetary/legal 

consequences. I would also add that clients be aware how jurisdiction can affect their cases whenever 

access laws and regulations are applied.  
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Jurisdiction online can affect several individuals and business for the sole reason that jurisdiction 

affects what region’s laws will be applied if you are brought to court. US jurisdiction is determined by 

Personal Jurisdiction and previous case law from the Zippo and Calder cases. When deciding Personal 

Jurisdiction, the court first considers if the defendant has General Personal Jurisdiction or 

"continuous and systematic"199 contacts within a state. Then, the court decides on Specific Personal 

Jurisdiction where its considered if the defendant "purposefully avails" themselves of the state's 

benefits or directs activities towards the state in question16. On the internet the Zippo and Calder 

cases determine jurisdiction. In the case of Zippo, the court decided that if a business were to have 

customers over in a specific state that would be enough to grant Personal Jurisdiction200. The Calder 

case determined defamation online where the court found articles published on the internet could 

grant jurisdiction over affected states and parties17.  

Jurisdiction in the EU is more central to one regulation: Brussels I-a. This regulation establishes that “a 

defendant can be sued in the member state in which they are domiciled or by a form of special 

jurisdiction.201” Intellectual property, and speech can be regulated on the internet as they can be 

regulated offline. Other countries jurisdictions can affect what cases are tried in court and they 

matter when analyzing specific cases. Different interpretations exist of what constitutes as copyright, 

and protected speech, therefore you will have different interpretations in the courts.  

The United States has intellectual property provisions outlined in the Constitution but there have 

been subsequent laws and regulations passed throughout the years. One such law is the Copyright 

Act, which "protects original works of authorship if fixed in a tangible medium of expression for which 

they can be perceived, reproduced, or communicated, either directly or by machinery device. (Shaw 

388)"202 Examples of material that can be copyrighted within this act are inventions and artistic work. 

Things exempt from copyright are ideas and concepts that are too broad. The Copyright Act also 

allows copyrighted material to be used in transformative acts and fair use. Then, when the digital age 

came the US enacted the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) to "penalize those who 

circumvented technological controls to gain access to copyrighted works, but it also limits liability for 

ISP's for online copyright violations of users."203 The act also grants protections for certain activities: 

transitory communications, system caching, storage information at the behest of users, and 

information location tools. These exceptions are trying not to penalize ISP’s for making copyrighted 

material available online if the use and storage of such information are done mainly at the direction 

of users.  
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A specific example of US enforcement of digital copyrights is the case of UMG Recordings where a 

video sharing service was sued by a music company claiming that the defendant was in violation of 

copyright laws204. The court considered the liability of the sharing service under the DMCA, which 

places most liability on user upload, lack of knowledge, and financial benefit. Since the web service 

was still using user-directed storage, had no knowledge of infringements, and could not benefit from 

those copyright infringements, the court had not found them in violation. This applies to traditional 

liability laws in the sense that they try and protect the copyright holder and their rights. However, 

since the internet age makes it easier for information of all kinds to be shared, the new DMCA rules 

basically shift the liability online to the users who share that copyright information and not the ISPs or 

web services that provide the platform.  

Laws in the EU that pertain to intellectual property online include the Copyrights Directive and IP 

Enforcement Directive. The Copyrights Directive offers a “harmonious legal framework on copyright 

and related rights, through increased legal certainty while providing for a high level of protection of 

intellectual property.”205 This directive grants those with the copyright the ability to distribute, 

reproduce, and communicate the work to the public. There are exceptions in this act for teaching 

purposes, parody, criticism, and those with disabilities that can be granted access. And the IP 

Enforcement Directive establishes obligations for nation states to carry out IP enforcement and rights. 

The directive specifies that enforcement is “fair and equitable, not complicated or costly,” it also 

shouldn’t create any barriers to legitimate trade and prevent abuse.206  

A case on copyright in the EU is UPC Telekabel Wien where a copyright holder obtained a court 

injunction against the ISP requiring the ISP to block a website providing intellectual property. The 

court ruled in this case that the ISP is free to "determine the measures, which must be all reasonable 

measures to stop IP violations, balanced against the right to information."207 The ISP here is held 

accountable for providing access to the copyrighted material but they must balance that liability with 

the right to access information. Whereas in the US case, the ISP or web service can have an out if 

their service is set up a certain way that they don’t know that users are violating copyright laws, or 

their platform gives more responsibility to the users.  

Free speech online is differently regulated from region to region. There are laws in the states that are 

passed that restrict certain speech on the internet but since the US has broad first amendment 

protections, there were some that had to be struck down. Of the speech laws that are constitutional, 

there are two main ones: Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) and the Children's Internet 
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Protection Act (CIPA). COPPA protects the online privacy of children under 13 years of age and CIPA 

requires the filtering of harmful content at schools and libraries.208  

An example of a speech case in the US would be Paul F. Little, which centers around obscenity on the 

internet. In the US laws that outlaw obscenity need to have guidelines on what makes something 

obscene for the courts to rule consistently on the matter. Previous case law provided by Miller v 

California defines obscenity as what the community standards consider of prurient interest, depicts 

or describes sexual content in an offensive way, and lacks literary, artistic, political, or scientific 

value.209 The case of Paul F. Little was being appealed on the basis that the test used for obscenity in 

Miller didn’t apply for this case originating on the internet. The court had decided that the district 

could apply the community standards to content on the internet. And the court also decided that to 

rule on the case there was no need to know anything about the site that the content was on. If there 

are clear guidelines that don’t infringe upon the first amendment there are consistent rulings from 

courts on the matter. The rulings of speech online are also affected by previous case law definition of 

obscenity as the jurisdiction of cases on the internet can be applicable offline as discussed before.  

Freedom of expression is the main right established in Article 10 of the EU Convention of Human 

Rights. Which also has different restrictions based on certain circumstances. The exceptions are 

limited to “interests in national security, territorial integrity, or public safety”210. There are also other 

considerations relating to hate speech, racism, and of course as seen in the US: protection of minors. 

A case on restricting internet speech within the EU, specifically in the UK, is the case of Perrin. This 

case has to do with an appeal from a French national who was convicted in the UK of putting up 

obscene material online without age verification. The defendant had three main arguments as to why 

the ruling was wrong. First, he claimed that the court ruling was an interference on his right that was 

not required by law. Second, was that “imposing moral standards”211 upon publishers in another 

society was disproportionate. And that other measures could be more effective in censoring content 

that would not have to include government regulation. The Court found that the regulation was legal 

as it was required by law and different member states could have different interpretations of obscene. 

The court also ruled that even if there were other forms of filtering it didn’t make the government 

regulation disproportionate to convict someone of a violation nor would it prevent the member state 

from protecting vulnerable populations such as children.  

Regulation online can be hard to keep track of as activity on the internet can seem detached from 

reality and consequences appear detached as well. Of firms and clients, I would recommend being 

aware of the law is the first step of adhering to any kind of regulation or law online. For a law firm the 

best precaution that they can take is to know what they can do within what country they are 
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practicing in and the different jurisdictions that are applicable based on their business dealings. The 

best precaution that a client can do, however, is to know access obligations, what speech are they 

granted in their country and if jurisdiction affects them.  

Methods of Protection 

Cyber security needs to be discussed when considering regulation and the internet because securing 

information on an individual level would only help whenever there is a change in the law or a 

potential threat on the web. Taking up the practice of cybersecurity can help organize personal data 

and keep it safe. There are multiple ways that one can go about securing their data and their physical 

items which will go a long way to keeping their information out of the wrong hands and manageable 

in emergencies.  

Increasing the security of devices that you use on an everyday basis can be challenging but there are 

steps that you can take to not only make your devices more secure but to organize the importance of 

your devices so the process of securing their data is manageable. The most important steps are: 

keeping your devices physically safe, using a password, keeping your devices malware free, and 

disconnecting212. Keeping devices physically safe can be done by having your device on you or locked 

away in a secure place. The main reason for keeping your device physically safe is to increase the 

confidentiality of your data, by making sure it’s not stolen, lost, or damaged. Adding a password to 

your device would also keep your data confidential because it’s less likely someone unauthorized will 

gain access. It could be a pain to keep on entering your password but that is a fair tradeoff between 

of accessibility and confidentiality.   

Keeping a device malware free also keeps it safe as there is less of a chance that there could be 

compromised files on your device. System protections are the best defense against malware as 

firewalls and correct privacy settings will keep unauthorized files and programs from being 

downloaded. Another pointer is to keep applications on your devices updated and only use software 

that is safe and trusted. And the most crucial step in keeping a device secure is disconnecting from 

the internet when not in use. If you aren't connected, there are fewer chances for hacks and 

compromised data. 

Securing data goes hand in hand with securing your devices but there are certain points where 

keeping data confidential is different from keeping a device physically safe. The first step in securing 

data is to prioritize your data213. For example, the posts you share on social media is public and that 

way for a reason, but information like your address or financial information isn’t because its private. 

Knowing the distinction between public and private data would make it easier for when determining 
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security measures. Another pointer to securing data is to back it up to an external hard drive, or by 

adding information to local or cloud devices214. Making a backup for your data can save countless 

hours of recovering lost information. And, organizing data you have will make it easier to back up or 

to edit in emergencies or to comply with regulations. 

Data security extends to the information on accounts that you have online. Making sure that account 

privileges, data sharing, and data recovery are all up to your standards will provide an extra layer of 

security on your internet accounts. I would also recommend that there be an effort to manage 

unimportant accounts because they also use your information and can be at risk for any type of 

lawful or unlawful disclosure. By managing the information given to these unimportant sites you 

reduce the risk of there being a compromise. Basic pointers would be not to give sensitive personal or 

financial information to unimportant sites and accounts, or not using any passwords with those 

accounts that you use on your important ones. A final recommendation for securing your data is to 

consider encryption. I would recommend encryption to people who want to increase the integrity 

and confidentiality of their data which I assume would also include anyone dealing with important 

documentation like firms and lawyers. There are ways to go about properly encrypting data that 

would help anyone willing to practice it. First by deciding on how you want to encrypt, either by 

application or by file and folder encryption. Deciding on a choice could depend on the type of file you 

want to encrypt and the amount of time you want to spend encrypting. But whichever method you 

chose you should also consider how you want to keep the keys to decrypt that data secure and 

available to you.  

Networks are also something that need to be considered when trying to comply to information and 

data interception laws. To ensure that your data isn’t being used against you in court or intercepted 

you must rein in the use and efficiency of your network devices215. When it comes to the internet and 

networks there are a variety of ways to also secure yourself and your data when you use those 

services. First, you must assess the network you have and know want parts there are to it, so you can 

properly add security measures if needed. Next is to know what the make and model of your modem 

are so that in the event of a malfunction you can properly fix it. Another security tip is to unplug it 

when going on vacation or long trips. This lessens the chance that someone can gain access to your 

home network while you are away. Another step in securing your network is to know how to manage, 

update and secure your router and wi-fi. Making sure that your router is patched and updated on the 

regular will also add more security capabilities as there would be important patches in the update. 

Next, in securing your network I would recommend also having a firewall for your network devices as 

it’s not only good to have on your laptop but valuable to have on the devices that connect you to the 

net. Consideration of how your data is transmitted should be taken as well because there is added 

protection in your activity online if you were to use encrypted services to transmit your data. Another 
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crucial step in security in your network is to manage your internet of things, or the devices in your 

network that you use that are always communicating with each other. I would recommend that you 

consider disconnecting when you don’t need a device listening to you or to keep a device from 

recording your data that you do not need to be recorded. This leads me to my last point of 

disconnecting when you don’t need to be on your network. 

When traveling, however, there are more security measures that need to be considered because you 

are in an unfamiliar setting or you are in transition to going someplace else216. The best advice is to 

keep your device safe, your internet access minimal, encrypt your data, and keep anti-fraud 

protections in place while traveling. As stated previously there are ways of securing your device 

physically while in transit but keeping your device on you and locked behind a password will be the 

best precaution while traveling. Internet access in unfamiliar places is always a risk so knowing how 

to protect your device and your data abroad will ensure that there is no interception of your personal 

information and files. First, I would recommend that you take off any autoconnection capabilities on 

your device, and to avoid connecting to anything that you don’t trust. Second, while securing data be 

sure to use trusted encrypted sites, and to not bring any information that you don’t need. And when 

accessing sites be sure to enable two-step authentication methods so that there is less chance of 

someone accessing your cloud accounts. And finally, practice basic anti-fraud and theft measures 

when you travel. The more prepared for taking charge of your own information security the better 

equipped you will be when something goes wrong.  

Shannon Harding is a student at Indiana University—Purdue University Indianapolis. She enjoyed 
working on this article and bringing the knowledge she learned in class to a wider audience. She is 
currently finishing her Informatics degree and hopes to attend law school in the upcoming years.   
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By Renato Opice Blum, Caoi Lima, and Camila Rioja   
 

Technology is pushing away 

remaining physical boundaries 

between countries and people – either 

in terms of social contact or services 

rendering. However, conflicting 

interests strengthen the need for a 

coherent legislative framework to 

address contemporary challenges 

regarding data protection, ownership and cross border information flow.  

The million-dollar question as regards technology surpassing existing physical frontiers -- as 

technological services can be rendered oceans apart from the contracting party or even in the cloud -- 

is how legislations can cope with such intricate new business models preserving their countries’ 

sovereignty and not hindering innovation in global markets.   

This article provides brief remarks of important aspects concerning data flow, privacy and protection, 

including: the recently enacted Brazilian “GDPR”; the current MLAT controversy; first impressions of 

the CLOUD Act and a Brazilian Central Bank cloud services regulation.   

Legislation and Policies as a Barrier to Data Flow  

As a bit of a background, Brazil’s very first legislation concerning the internet, the Law 12,965 from 

20141, best known as “Internet Civil Landmark” is quite recent and underwent a lot of criticism. While 

still a draft bill2, it included provisions regarding the so called “data localization”, which sets forth that 

information and data should be held in local servers exclusively, irrespective of the location of the 

parent company or other commercial decisions deemed applicable by the business.  

Among other repercussions, such measure can hinder the development of data-driven business -- what 

virtually all major industries are, our will be, in a very near future. The excerpt, however, was crossed 

                                                 
1 For the Internet Civil Landmark bill (Portuguese only) please refer to http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/_ato2011-
2014/2014/lei/l12965.htm (last visited May 10, 2018).  
2 For information on the legislative process of the draft bill 2,126/2011 (Portuguese only), which originated the Internet Civil 
Landmark, please refer to the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies website 
http://www.camara.gov.br/proposicoesWeb/fichadetramitacao?idProposicao=517255 (last visited May 10, 2018).  

Brazil Updated – “GDPR” and Cloud Regulation Enacted  
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out from the approved version of the bill, although the impact of data localization is still subject to high 

caliber debates from different sources in Brazil and abroad3.  

The digital protectionism, outstandingly illustrated by China’s policy, is comparable with any physical 

barriers, according to a recent article by Alan Beattie4. His conclusions seem much appropriate in terms 

of understanding that although technology is overcoming physical barriers, legislation and policy are as 

effective in terms of hindering information flow. To support his finding, Mr. Beattie asserts that 

according to McKinsey “cross-border flows of goods, services and data added 10 per cent to global 

gross domestic product in the decade to 2015, with data providing a third of that increase”5.   

From a business, economic and political standpoints, the 

relevance of considering cross-border information flow is 

of the essence. Innovation, cost allocation and sovereignty, 

respectively, are intrinsically connected to such concepts. 

In this regard, it is worth sharing the following illustration, 

which provides for information of the data flow by country 

and economy sector.   
 

 

Back to the Internet Civil Landmark, it should be noted that Article 11 subjects to compliance with the 

Brazilian legislation both the internet and the services provider, in case any of the following acts occur 

in Brazil: gathering, storage and treatment of registries, personal data or communications. Right to 

privacy, data protection and communications secrecy are among the provisions such entities must 

observe under the Brazilian legislation spectrum.   

In comparison, under the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”), Article 3(1) sets forth that the 

Regulation “applies to the processing of personal data in the context of the activities of an 

establishment of a controller or a processor in the Union, regardless of whether the processing takes 

place in the Union or not”. If the data subjects are in the Union, pursuant Article 3(2)  – but not the 

controller or processor --, the action will still be subject to the Regulation irrespective of whether a 

                                                 
3   See Bret Cohen, Britanie Hall and Charlie Wood “Data Localization Laws And Their Impact on Privacy, Data Security And 
the Global Economy” (2017), 
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/antitrust_magazine/anti_fall2017_cohen.authcheckdam.pdf 
(last visited May 15, 2018); and several articles featured by the the International Association of Privacy Professionals 
(“IAPP”), such as: (i) ShanShan Pa “On the European Commission's proposal for a regulation on the free flow of non-personal 
data”, https://iapp.org/news/a/on-the-european-commissions-proposal-for-a-regulation-on-the-free-flow-of-non-personal-
data/ (last visited May 15, 2018) and (ii) Sam Pfeife “Is the GDPR a data localization law”, https://iapp.org/news/a/is-the-
gdpr-a-data-localization-law/ (last visited May 15, 2018).  
4 See Alan Beattie “Data protectionism: the growing menace to global business”, https://www.ft.com/content/6f0f41e4-
47de-11e8-8ee8-cae73aab7ccb (last visited May 15, 2018).  
5 See Alan Beattie “Data protectionism: the growing menace to global business”, https://www.ft.com/content/6f0f41e4-
47de-11e8-8ee8-cae73aab7ccb (last visited May 15, 2018).  

https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/antitrust_magazine/anti_fall2017_cohen.authcheckdam.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/6f0f41e4-47de-11e8-8ee8-cae73aab7ccb
https://www.ft.com/content/6f0f41e4-47de-11e8-8ee8-cae73aab7ccb
https://www.ft.com/content/6f0f41e4-47de-11e8-8ee8-cae73aab7ccb
https://www.ft.com/content/6f0f41e4-47de-11e8-8ee8-cae73aab7ccb
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payment of the data subject is required, as long as such data subjects in the Union or if the behavior 

monitored takes place within the Union6.  

From a consumer standpoint is surely easy to use the internet freely and find its own suppliers across 

the globe. Understanding and considering, from a legal perspective, the bureaucracy and intricacies 

related to the rights and conflicts that may arise from a legal standpoint when internet-related services 

are rendered by foreign providers – e.g. in case of content removal (including fake news and other 

offenses) or access to personal data kept abroad – is a whole different story.     

Brazilian “GRPR” sanctioned on August 14, 2018 

The Brazilian General Data Protection Law (“LGPD”) was sanctioned in Brazil as of August 14, 20187. 

The process in Congress lasted more than 6 years, while in the civil society debates have been going on 

for the past 8 years. Brazil now can count on a high-level legislation in terms of personal data 

protection – greater than the current stage of sectoral treatment based on different legal provisions. 

Currently, there are over 30 legal provisions addressing the data protection subject in Brazil.  

The law will come into force 18 (eighteen) months after its publication, which is the deadline for 

companies to comply with the LGPD. It may seem a long time but, considering all that needs to be 

done, it is actually a limited time-frame8.  

Broadly speaking, LGPD is strongly inspired by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and, like 

the European Union regulation, will bring about a paradigm shift in the way personal data are being 

processed. Thus, developing a data protection culture within all organizations is of paramount 

importance. 

LGPD applies to the processing (including operations such as collection, use, storage, transmission and 

erasure) of personal data (any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person, 

including but not limited to name, national identification numbers - RG and CPF, location data, tastes 

and interests) that takes place in Brazil or relates to data subjects who are in the country, even if by 

enterprises located abroad. 

The provisions explained above stress that that the LGDP provides for extraterritorial effects. All 

companies that treat or aim at Brazilian data will be subject to its provisions. Another important 

                                                 
6  Please refer to http://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/article-3-territorial-scope-GDPR.htm for a full version of the 
Regulation (last visited May 15, 2018).  
7 Approval was accompanied by partial vetoes to the creation of the National Data Protection Authority, some provisions on 
data processing by public authorities and some penalties for infringement of the law - such as suspension of operations of 
the offender’s database. 
8 In Europe, for example, where regulations were already in place, companies had 2 years to adjust to the new regulations 
(GDPR), which in many cases proved not enough. 

http://www.privacy-regulation.eu/en/article-3-territorial-scope-GDPR.htm
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provision regards cross-border data transfer, which will be made easier among countries that meet 

adequate data protection standards. 

The legislation sets principles which should guide the processing, including lawfulness; purpose 

limitation; data minimization; transparency; non-discrimination; safety; damage control; responsibility 

and accountability; free access; and data accuracy. Also, security by design; data portability; the 

drafting of personal data protection impact reports and the presence of a data protection office are 

examples of a new reality controllers will have to face, as soon as the legislation comes into full effect.  

Side by side with such provisions, users' rights rise, with emphasis on the right of access (i.e. data 

subjects can request access to all personal information held by controllers), which entails the right of 

rectification and information updating. 

As regards pecuniary fines, these may reach as high as 2% (two percent) of the total revenues earned 

by the company, economic group or conglomerate in Brazil in fiscal year preceding the commencement 

of the investigation, excluding taxes, but limited to a BRL 50 million cap per infringement (roughly USD 

13 million).  

MLATs in Brazil – Current Controversy  

In order to ease the process of obtaining data and information from service providers located abroad, 

many countries are signatories of Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (“MLATs”). Through such, countries 

rely upon a mechanism similar to a letter rogatory to obtain information located in foreign countries – 

i.e. by means of judicial assistance based on the communication between foreign authorities.  

In opposition to such model, some judges in Brazil are requesting information directly to any subsidiary 

of the service provider located within the country, as a measure to expedite the procedure. In some 

cases, when companies refuse to provide the requested information, courts are defining daily penalties 

a high as BRL 1 million (roughly USD 285,000).  

The Federação das Associações das Empresas de Tecnologia da Informação (“Assespro Nacional”), or 

Confederation of the Information Technology Companies in free translation filed a motion (“ADC 51”)9 

before the Brazilian Supreme Court (“STF”), aiming at recognizing the MLATs and the letter rogatory 

procedure as the only valid mean to obtain information from companies whose data is located outside 

the Brazilian territory. Facebook and Yahoo filed petitions to act as a friend of the court, or amicus 

curiae in the legal jargon, providing similar arguments to the thesis sustained by the Assesspro 

Nacional. 

                                                 
9 The case can and its documents be accessed in the Brazilian Supreme Court website (http://portal.stf.jus.br/) (Portuguese 
only).  

http://portal.stf.jus.br/
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In such context, it is important to stress that the MLAT procedure is under heavy criticism due to its 

inefficacy. The Brazilian entity responsible for the MLAT procedure, the Coordenação-Geral de 

Recuperação de Ativos do Departamento de Recuperação de Ativos e Cooperação Jurídica Internacional 

(“DRCI”), or, in free translation, General-Coordination of Assets Recovery from the Department of 

Assets Recovery and International Legal Cooperation, provided the following insights about the MLAT 

procedure when provoked in the ADC 5110: 

• Bureaucracy related to the drafting, translation, processing and implementation of the 

cooperation under the MLAT procedure makes it a lengthy process. The receipt of information 

forwarded by collaborating countries is often outdated or useless.  

• Only a fraction of the requests made by Brazil is addressed by foreign countries.  

• Experience shows that criminal groups are deliberately choosing providers located abroad to 

benefit from the fact information is not easily nor timely shared by foreign officials.  

• From 2014 to 2017, 108 requests for cooperation under the MLAT procedure were directed to 

the United States (re. confidentiality breach and telematics data). Only 18 requests were 

granted, and the average response time was of 13 (thirteen) months.  

Not only the Brazilian authorities are aware that the MLAT procedure is subject to flaws. Google has 

been advocating for reliable information sharing mechanisms, also by means of a public speech made 

by Google’s General Counsel Kent Walker, at The Heritage Foundation in Washington, D.C. A version of 

the speech given on June 22, 2017, is available at the company’s website11.  

In general lines, the company understands that current laws hinder law enforcement and user privacy. 

Another concern stated is that the extraterritorial authority exercised by some countries (e.g. direct 

requests) may potentially put companies in a situation risking to violate either the law of the 

requesting country or the local law from which it is headquartered. 

CLOUD Act - An Open Question 

Given the relevance of the privacy issue and the cross border information sharing mechanisms, major 

companies in the cyberspace supported the enactment of the Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data 

Act (“CLOUD”). By means of a public letter dated February 06, 201812, Apple, Facebook, Google, 

                                                 
10 The case can and its documents be accessed in the Brazilian Supreme Court website (http://portal.stf.jus.br/) (Portuguese 
only).  
11  Please refer to https://www.blog.google/topics/public-policy/digital-security-and-due-process-new-legal-framework-
cloud-era/ (last visited May 15, 2018).  
12 Please refer to  https://blogs.microsoft.com/datalaw/wp-content/uploads/sites/149/2018/02/Tech-Companies-Letter-of-
Support-for-Senate-
CLOUDAct020618.pdf?ranMID=24542&ranEAID=je6NUbpObpQ&ranSiteID=je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw&td

http://portal.stf.jus.br/
https://www.blog.google/topics/public-policy/digital-security-and-due-process-new-legal-framework-cloud-era/
https://www.blog.google/topics/public-policy/digital-security-and-due-process-new-legal-framework-cloud-era/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/datalaw/wp-content/uploads/sites/149/2018/02/Tech-Companies-Letter-of-Support-for-Senate-CLOUDAct020618.pdf?ranMID=24542&ranEAID=je6NUbpObpQ&ranSiteID=je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw&tduid=(21cf40164c2cda0d1518f91dd9f2a551)(256380)(2459594)(je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw)()
https://blogs.microsoft.com/datalaw/wp-content/uploads/sites/149/2018/02/Tech-Companies-Letter-of-Support-for-Senate-CLOUDAct020618.pdf?ranMID=24542&ranEAID=je6NUbpObpQ&ranSiteID=je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw&tduid=(21cf40164c2cda0d1518f91dd9f2a551)(256380)(2459594)(je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw)()
https://blogs.microsoft.com/datalaw/wp-content/uploads/sites/149/2018/02/Tech-Companies-Letter-of-Support-for-Senate-CLOUDAct020618.pdf?ranMID=24542&ranEAID=je6NUbpObpQ&ranSiteID=je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw&tduid=(21cf40164c2cda0d1518f91dd9f2a551)(256380)(2459594)(je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw)()
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Microsoft and Oath expressed their view. In general lines, companies state that the CLOUD Act reflects 

a growing consensus and a logical solution for governing cross-border access to data, and “an 

important step toward enhancing and protecting individual privacy rights, reducing international 

conflicts of law and keeping us all safer”.  

The United Stated Senate recently approved the CLOUD Act, sanctioned as of March 23, 2018, by 

President Trump as part of the omnibus spending bill. The legislation provides that requests based on 

the Electronic Communications Privacy Act ("ECPA") will affect data regardless of its physical location. 

As regards foreign requests for data located in the United States, the CLOUD Act provides that by 

means of a bilateral agreement, nations should be able to request the provider directly in the United 

States for information, without having to follow the MLAT procedures - scrutiny of the United States 

Department of Justice. 

Due to the new legislation enacted, the Unites States Supreme Court decided in the first weeks of April, 

201813 not to rule on an iconic national case regarding Microsoft digital data stored in Ireland. The core 

of the discussion lied on the reach of the Stored Communications Act, with Microsoft asserting that the 

United Stated authority should be restricted to its territorial boundaries. This question is now 

surpassed by the CLOUD Act. Thus, the world is certainly watching and eager to get a better grasp the 

developments and applications of the CLOUD Act. 

Brazilian Central Bank Regulation on Cloud Services 

Amidst of the international scenario regarding cross border data transfer, the Brazilian Central Bank 

made public late April the Regulation no. 4,658/2018, which sets forth rules for the hiring of relevant 

cloud computing services, data processing and storage, and cyber security policies. All financial 

institutions and/or those authorized to operate by the Brazilian Central Bank are subject to the 

requirements14. 

From an international perspective, the most interesting aspect of the Regulation is the green light for 

the hiring of relevant cloud computing services, data processing and storage from foreign providers – 

irrespective of their location, or the location of the services rendering. Foreign providers will be subject 

to a higher standard of requirements, from which we highlight:  

• The existence of an information exchange agreement between the Brazilian Central Bank and 

the regulatory authorities of the countries where the services will be provided.  

                                                                                                                                                                          
uid=(21cf40164c2cda0d1518f91dd9f2a551)(256380)(2459594)(je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw)() (last visited 
May 15, 2018).  
13 Please refer to https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/17/us/politics/supreme-court-tosses-out-case-on-digital-data-
abroad.html (last visited May 15, 2018). 
14 Companies will have until 10.23.2018 to provide an adequacy schedule for services already hired abroad and domestically. 
Schedule must be fully implemented prior to December 31st, 2021. 
 

https://blogs.microsoft.com/datalaw/wp-content/uploads/sites/149/2018/02/Tech-Companies-Letter-of-Support-for-Senate-CLOUDAct020618.pdf?ranMID=24542&ranEAID=je6NUbpObpQ&ranSiteID=je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw&tduid=(21cf40164c2cda0d1518f91dd9f2a551)(256380)(2459594)(je6NUbpObpQqDL.4wEQAma0HdAlQ6lAzw)()
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/17/us/politics/supreme-court-tosses-out-case-on-digital-data-abroad.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/17/us/politics/supreme-court-tosses-out-case-on-digital-data-abroad.html
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• In any case, the hiring must be submitted a priori to the analysis of the Brazilian Central Bank.  

The hiring institution must: 

• Ensure that the provision of services does not cause any damage to its regular functioning nor 

harm in any way the performance of the Brazilian Central Bank. 

• Decide, a priori, which countries and regions can provide services. 

o Countries that limit or impede the access, by the Brazilian Central Bank, to the information 

provided, are illegible.  

• Provide for alternatives in case the agreement cannot be maintained or is terminated. 

The Regulation also addresses other sensitive points, such as: (i) privacy by design; (ii) an incident 

response plan, considering the reality of each institution; and, finally, (iii) the inclusion of mechanisms 

to disseminate the cyber security culture to clients and users. 

An obligation to share relevant incidents information was replaced by a suggestion to recommend 

initiatives to share such information in a way to secure free competition and secrecy.  

In view of the above, and due to the sensitivity of the Brazilian financial institutions data, international 

legislation should be definitively a relevant topic when deciding which service providers should be 

considered for such services.   

Conclusion  

In view of the above, it is clear that the decision of the Brazilian Supreme Court in the ADC 51 will have 

much impact in controversies arising from cloud services rendering in view of services provision under 

the new Brazilian Central Bank regulation. In addition, upcoming developments of the Cloud Act will be 

on spotlight as regards the length of its application. Moreover, Brazil achieved a milestone as regards 

data protection with the enactment of its own version of the GDPR. Thus, the international community 

can certainly count on relevant developments regarding data flow, privacy and protection in the 

upcoming years by the Brazilian legislators and businesses’.   
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